“George”

PORTRAIT OF THE YEAR
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Lieutenant Commander COLLINGSWOOD
Lieutenant HOUGHTON
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Lieutenant Commander McCANNA
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Lieutenant PATTISON
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Lieutenant POWELL
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ROBERTS-JAMES
Lieutenant ROSE
Lieutenant SARGINSON
Commander SHARP
Lieutenant SIDEBOTHAM
Lieutenant SQUIRE
Lieutenant SUTHERLAND
Lieutenant Commander WALTERS
Lieutenant WARING
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Captain D J BRADBY (Chief of Staff to Flag Officer Plymouth)
Captain J F COWARD, DSO (Commanding Officer HMS BRILLIANT)
Vice Admiral Sir Simon CASSELS KCB, CBE (Flag Officer Plymouth)
Captain H W YOUNG (Director of Naval Manpower and Training (Engineering))
Captain M A VALLIS (Director Naval Recruiting)
Captain D A WALLIS (Director Naval Recruiting Designate)
Captain A A WAUGH (Chief Staff Officer (Training) to CNH)
Captain M H G LAYARD, CBE (Captain RNAS CULDROSE)
Captain N A D GRANT (Captain Naval Drafting)
Rear Admiral N HUNT, MVO (Director General Naval Manpower and Training)
Vice Admiral D W BROWN (Flag Officer Plymouth)
Captain G JAQUES (Captain Second Submarine Squadron)
Rear Admiral R W F GERKEN, CBE (Flag Officer Second Flotilla)
Jerry WIGGIN Esq MP (Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for the Armed Forces)
Rear Admiral T O K SPRAGGS, CB (Chief of Staff to CINCNAVHOME)
Captain R V HOLLEY (Captain, RNEC Manadon)
The Viscount FALMOUTH (Lord Lieutenant of Cornwall)
The Most Reverend and Right Honourable the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert RUNCIE
The Venerable R H ROBERTS, QHC (Captain of the Fleet)
Admiral Sir Desmond CASSIDI, GCB, ADC (Commander-in-Chief Naval Home Command)
Vice Admiral Sir Lindsay BRYSON, KCB (Controller of the Navy)
Rear Admiral J P BARKER (Chief of Staff to CINCNAVHOME)
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FROM THE CAPTAIN
20,262 Artificer Apprentices have entered HMS FISGARD since it opened in 1940. The last
entry of 99 Artificer Apprentices in January set the print for the closing chapter in the story of this
fine establishment.
On Saturday 13 August we are holding the FISGARD FINALE and I hope as many exapprentices who can spare the time will return to join us in the last big event before the
establishment closes at the end of the year. The history of HMS FISGARD has been researched
and is now put together for the first time in a booklet entitled "The Story of HMS FISGARD" which
is how on sale for a very reasonable £1.20. I commend it to you.
I receive many letters from parents of apprentices and one of my most important and serious
duties is to keep parents in touch with their sons' progress. It has for me been a rewarding
dialogue. The more so should it be rewarding for the Divisional Officers and their staff, the
Instructional staff, the Civilian and Service Instructors in the Workshop, the Parade Ground
Instructors, PT Instructors and R and IT staff, and all those who have had "eyeball to eyeball"
responsibility for influencing and training apprentices as we set them off on their career.
One such parent's letter said this:"As a lecturer in Engineering I am (perhaps) placed favourably to express a disinterested
opinion on what is clearly a very high set of standards.
In the matter of training and character formation I hardly need say that the Navy manages to
instil dedication combined with flexibility of thought; a very meritorious achievement."
Gentlemen, the credit is yours; and the objectiveness of and precision in this father's choice of
words brings into sharp focus the essence of our task in FISGARD.
This final edition of the FISGARD Magazine provides me with the opportunity to say farewell
before turning over Command to Commander T.W. LILLICRAP on 15 September, 4 days after the
start of the final term. So my last word is to the 2 apprentice classes who remain to pass out. The
spirit of FISGARD will, I am sure, live on. You have shown individually what you are worth and the
extent of your strengths and weaknesses. You alone will know how best to deal with them in
order to capitalise on them in the years ahead and extract the maximum satisfaction out of this
most worthwhile of all careers.
The technological competence of the Navy is in the hands of its artificers. Ensure that you
uphold the standards of your branch and never compromise on or abuse the integrity for which it
is renowned. You have everything to play for and I wish you every success.
Goodbye and good luck.
P.G. HAMILTON-PRICE

EDITORIAL
As I looked back through editions of the FISGARD magazine, I noticed that a common complaint
of editors in years past has been the reluctance of FISGARD personnel to contribute to their own
magazine. Happily, the present editor encountered no such reluctance — apprentices and staff
alike seemed eager to leap into print.
This is the last FISGARD magazine, and the editor's main problem has consisted of selecting
which articles to include; such is the variety of activities undertaken by staff and apprentices.
HMS FISGARD'S training task may be moving to other establishments, but FISGARD'S last year is
a busy and fruitful one — as this magazine testifies.
W.M. SUTHERLAND

END OF TERM PICTORIAL

Captain’s Prizewinner Winter 1982 C.P.O. App. Seth,
receives his prize from Captain Hamilton-Price

VIP Divisions 16 April 1983. Captain Holley of RNEC
Manadon inspects the guard

Captain Hamilton-Price congratulates P.O. Apprentice
Folley, Captain’s Prizewinner Spring 1983

Viscount Falmouth, Lady Falmouth and Captain and
Mrs. Hamilton-Price with Prizewinners, Spring
Term1983

BENNETT DIVISION
PO APP J. MILLER
Bennett Division will always be remembered, by
the Apprentices who passed in and out, as a very
happy and smoothly run Division. Others may
associate the name Bennett with our apparent
failure in sporting activities, but this was far from
the truth. The Division had many individual
sportsmen.
For example, the Captain of the Rugby team was
W. OLIPHANT who was also in the Command
team and was awarded the Martell Trophy during
823 New Entry period. Probably our most
successful sport was football. At one time we had
9 "A" team players and several "B" team
players. Our most outstanding player was Steve
CURTIS who played for both the Navy and
Command Youth teams. Two other sports in which
the Division achieved considerable success were
volleyball and basketball. Our D.O. Lt. LEA
was very keen on sport and encouraged full
participation and support in any event and was
noted by the Apprentices for quoting, "It doesn't
matter if you win or lose as long as 100% effort is
put in and you enjoy yourself".
I am sure everyone in the old Division will agree
that our Divisional staff were a really good team.
They went out of their way on many an occasion
to help the individual as well as the Division as a
whole.
Lt. LEA was to all in the Division an excellent
Divisional Officer to go to with any problems or
worries whatsoever, and would always try to see
things from our point of view as well as his own.
Between 823 and 831 Entry three senior rates
have passed through the Divisional Office. CPO
DONALDSON (whom no one looked down on) PO
SMITH, who will be remembered most by 831
New Entry Class who in his hands won events
such as R.N.l.T. and Raleigh Assault Course and
who were just beaten by Griffin New Entry as Best
Class; and last but not least, CPO LANG, who
could always be seen walking in and out of the
messes with his mess marking board.
Bennett Division had a very strong divisional
spirit, everyone knew each other and did not stick
to individual groups as some others do, but
always were in crowds on camp and ashore.
This Divisional spirit resulted in all enjoying
themselves in a happy relaxed atmosphere, during
special events especially, such as Divisional runs
in the Stannary.
Now that Bennett Division has moved across to
Raleigh we have all had to settle into a new
environment which is hard to do but is part of
Navy life.
But all of the old Bennett Division won't forget all
the good times they had and, probably now more
than ever, are proud to have been part of Bennett.

LANE DIVISION
CCMEA COLK
Summer 1982
Out of the changes and chaos of the beginning of
the year has come settlement and achievement
(though chaos still appears to rule largely). The
unsettled start came about by a large change in
the Divisional Staff.
Chief DUNCAN was sent South with only four
hours notice and PO WILLIAMS was drafted back
to submarines leaving Lt. COVERDALE alone to
run the Division. He was helped by PO ATTRIDGE
who was drafted from Bennett as New Entry
Instructor and eventually Chief COLK arrived from
the Workshops. Lt. CHANDLER also joined at this
time as ADO.
We started quite well by winning the River Cock
but the athletics meeting was unsuccessful. This,
coupled with the poor academic results of that
term lost us the Cock.
During week six of the Summer Term we had a
Divisional "Camp-in" travelling by boat up river to
Halton Quay and staying overnight in a farmer's
field, which was liberally festooned in cowpats.
Winter 1982
Once again there was change in the staff. PO
HOBDEN passed through on his way to becoming
GTGO's Assistant, and PO COTTON joined. The
Division started well (again) by winning the Cross
Country. Apprentice LAWRENCE thanked the
three lads from Spickernell he caught taking a
short cut. He was so incensed that he kept up
with them over the last mile and promptly had them
disqualified. It was his best time ever on a
cross country run!
We also won the Major Sports Competition; this
result going a long way towards our winning the
Cock. Luckily we had an extra trophy cabinet so
did not need to advertise our successes on Daily
Orders.
It was by some quirk of fate that we had been
shackled with very nearly the whole of the Irish
contingent. PATTERSON, LAWRENCE and
McELROY kept us guessing with their unique Irish
logic. The Chief App — MITCHELL — must have
been dropped on his head at birth because he was
quite sensible.
Some of the characters of that term were
1) TUCKETT — for his theory on Wrens which
Mrs COLK being an ex wren found amusing.
2) HAYWARD - who will forget Hayward?
3) JONES — for his great debating skill with his
five friends and Apprentice SALT.
Spring 1983
Once again Staff changes unsettled the start of
the term. PO COTTON was relieved by PO
MOORE who was relieved by PO SHIELS. PO
SHIELS was promptly drafted to Raleigh to join
the FISGARD SQUADRON. Lt. COVERDALE, who
has now joined the Royal Australian Navy, was
relieved by Lt. BISHOP. We had to promise Lt.
COVERDALE before we sent him off that we
would retain the Cock, something he had, alas,
been unable to do.
We had a very poor Major Sports result due to the
fact that 50% of two class was on R & IT on both
weeks of the preliminaries. Although games were
eventually played the teams had to be modified

and we didn't do too well. Tribe beat us well in the
Cross Country but MAIDMENT did extremely well
coming fifth. This was after travelling overnight
from the North following a Boxing tournament
where he had won.
However good results in the Captain Youngs, the
Admiral Weston and the Brunei meant that we
narrowly beat Frew and Tribe and retained the
Cock.
The very successful year was abruptly halted
when the Division became the first casualty in the
closure programme.
Lt. BISHOP has now joined the FISGARD
SQUADRON in Raleigh and will be joined shortly
bv Charge Chief COLK and eventually by Lt.
CHANDLER.
The Division has been disbanded and has been
absorbed into Frew and Tribe Divisions.
When these shut down at the end of Summer 83
some ex-Lane Division will eventually go to West
Side. Perhaps then West Side will win the Cock.
Even then we can paraphrase Rupert Brooke
There is a corner of a foreign field
That is forever Lane.

GRIFFIN DIVISION
LT CDR COLLINGSWOOD
At the time of writing we are in the process of
recovering from the upheaval caused by the
exodus of the Passing Out Class and the influx of
new boys from the now-defunct Bennett Division.
God Speed to Chief Apprentice WARBURTON and
his Merry Men and welcome to the newly-arrived.

The Divisional Staff next attempted to convert certain
2 Class members to religious orders by
taking them for a visit to Buckfast Abbey. A great
day was had by all concerned and a good liaison
was established in addition to the taste for the
Abbey's version of Tonic Wine.

The Spring term has been most successful and it
is a pity that the only trophy won was the Rugger
Cup. We deserved much better and suffered from
the proverbial "bad luck and near-miss"
syndrome. We did however win a few of the
personal prizes and it was most satisfying to
scoop the Captain's Prize. Well done PO App
FOLLEY!

As the term drew to an end we were able to dwell
a few pauses from the routine of saying farewell,
writing reports etc to listen to the tale of Sweet
and Ingleheart. They paid more to p l a y a game of
football than they would have paid to watch the
World Cup Final. This seemed a bit harsh on
Ingleheart who, after all, merely stepped over the
boundary fence to get to the pitch.

The highlights of the term surely began when the
seniors went to Cardinham. They were such hot
favourites to succeed that the house burned down
on Day 2 and the lads were forced to return to
base. During this period Chief DONALDSON
succeeded in beating the record for performing a
"running dive with pike" landing on his head
having dived from the blazing building. It is
rumoured that he shrank by 12 inches due to the
ensuing compression.
As light relief the FIS FOLLIES was a hit. Griffin's
entry was as expected superb with a rare
performance by Olga WHITFIELD and pet leotard!
Earlier in the evening everyone joined in the
Bennett contributions — "Spot the Joke".
The next event was the Divisional Run ashore.
This was organised in the wake of a rehearsal in
the Stannary which had all the attraction of a
weight-watchers fasting session. The run ashore
however was great and The Elms pulled out all the
stops. COLCLOUGH was the star of the cabaret
and it took several days before he lost the ensuing
look of satisfaction.

The Passing Out Dinner was held on board and
was attended by 46 Passers-Out and Guests with
the Training Commander attending as the Guest
of Honour. It was a superb evening in all respects
and congratulations to all who organised it. The
joy of the evening was only marred by the
necessity to say goodbye not only to the passingout classes but also to Chief TRUBY. All agree
that he will be sadly missed. Bon Voyage to him
and welcome to Chief DORRICOTT who is to
relieve him. Exit 1 Scrubmariner Enter 1 Charlie.
Finally the sad news is that the request made by
the Division to the Welfare Fund for "proportional
Tiffin Club rebate" has been turned down so the
division will not be able to build new accommodation
block's for the present.
As we enter the new term we look forward to at
least as happy and a successful term as the last
one.

Petty Officer Apprentices Spring Term 1983

Chief Petty Officer Apprentices Spring Term 1983

Petty Officer Apprentices Summer Term 1983

Chief Petty Officer Apprentices Summer Term 1983

FREW DIVISION
App K.P. NICKOLLS
When I first joined Frew Division I was told that I
was joining the best division in HMS FISGARD.
Mind you, even though all new entrants in their
respective Divisions are told this, it has since
proved true in my case. Frew Division produced
fine results last term and the term before. Sports
and social events were handled excellently by the
Division with the encouragement and support of
the Divisional staff, combined with the
enthusiasm and determination of the apprentices.
Frew Division often produces a winning team and
has to its credit many well-deserved results.
The success of Frew Division's swimming team
stems from the keenness of the apprentices
concerned. The majority of the team often use the
swimming baths at HMS Raleigh. Spurred on by
the Captain, and Division Sports Representative,
PO App TOWNER, the team won both the winter
and spring term swimming galas — overwhelming
the nearest rivals.

and went down expensively well with the
audience. A big hand for the bar staff (our dearly
beloved chiefs) who laid down their try squares
and rules and took to kegs and pumps for the
evening. Somehow they managed to keep queues
to a minimum and everyone supplied with
refreshment.
With the Captain's compliments on a very
enjoyable evening, Frew Division took credit for
an excellent Green and Whites.
The Green and Whites dance ended last term with
all three-class passing out and no two-class
backclassing. This term we welcome half of Lane
Division to our 'family' and know that Frew
Division is stronger than ever and striving to
achieve more exceptional results and higher
standards before two-class become Griffin
Division. However I am sure that the Frew spirit
will live on in those two-class who go to the west
side of the ship.

The water-polo team also won all of their matches
proving the Frew team's aptitude in the water,
with PO App TOWNER, Apps PERRY, FILL, and
SLACK playing a double role for the Division and
our glorious ship.
Along with success in the water came capability
on the playing fields. Frew's hockey team won the
tournaments both this term and the last
annihilating the finalists in the latter term 9—1 in
what proved to be a farcical match. The dismal
performance of the soccer and squash teams
produced last places and prevented Frew from
taking first place outright. Indeed, first place in
the major sports competition was shared.
Frew's combined talent extends further. HMS
FISGARD's Ten Tors club could be said to be
overun by members of Frew Division. Indeed, of
the two teams that were entered in the 1983 Ten
Tors competition by FISGARD, one team was
completely Frew and the other partially Frew.
Both teams were exceptional in that they both
crossed the finishing line as a whole team, not
losing a single man, and the only Royal Navy
teams to do so. In fact it was three years ago
when all members of all Fisgard's entered teams
all finished. This must surely have been due to all
the training and effort given most weekends.
The spring term included the amateur dramatics
competition. The sketch for 'Fis Follies' was
triumphant. The assignment, taken boldly in the
strides of the now 'passed out' App DEXTER's
brilliant imagination, produced most pleasing and
complimentary results giving the Division another
well deserved first place in the competition. An
interesting experience for the actors as well as the
audience.
Last term it was Frew's turn to organise the final
dance for the Passing-Out Classes. The theme of
a Parisienne Evening was suggested by App
FAGE and produced a lot of hard work for the
organisers. App SLACK'S artistic hand and
imaginative ideas were pictorially transformed
into works of art, by the team of employed
apprentices, and used to decorate the Talbot Hall,
venue of Green and Whites.
The band 'Poverty Street' was unanimously
chosen to perform at the event, by Frew Division,

Frew Division's victorious "Fis Follies" Sketch

SPICKERNELL DIVISION
LT N. NETHERCOTT RN
Since the Summer Term of 1982, Spike Division
has seen a lot of changes both of Divisional Staff
and lately, our newly acquired accommodation.
Although we have perhaps not had the most
successful of periods in competitive events,
nevertheless Spike Division have excelled
themselves at certain sports and have also taken
advantage of the many extraneous events and
facilities available at FISGARD.
In the 1 982 Winter Term we were extremely well
represented in the Boxing Tournament, winning
all seven of our final bouts and taking the cup.
This was a tremendous event and all the members
of the Division who gave such a splendid
performance are to be congratulated. App
CHOULES also became the Navy Novices Light
Middleweight finalist. He went on to be
successful in further' RN and Plymouth Command
boxing events.
We have had our fair share of sailing expeds and
several of our Division have enjoyed cruises in the
"East Wind" and have also taken part in
competitive sailing events. Apps ANTHONY and
MACRAE even missed the Spring Term Passing
Out Parade after becoming becalmed in mid-

channel on the day they should have returned.
What an excuse!
Apps BARTON and MACRAE did extremely well in
the Whitewater Canoe Championships whilst
representing the Royal Navy. Other Divisional
highlights have included a visit to the Exeter
Maritime Museum followed by a night out in
Torquay. Last term's 3-class discovered the true
meaning of being saddle-sore when, in the
pouring rain, they explored the wet hinterland of
Dartmoor from lofty mounts. You should have
seen our new breed of "Cowboy Apprentices" on
the following day!
App ISIOYE, our Nigerian apprentice, has become
a faithful member of the Orienteering club. Those
who question Jimmy's sense of direction when he
can't find the factory on a bright sunny day might
be pleasantly surprised to see his reaction when
deposited in a dark wood with only a whistle and
compass.
It would be only fitting for me to say a few words
about our longest resident divisional member —
SPIKE. She was rated acting leading parrot last
November by the Captain, and she has since
proved herself to be most competent in her new
rate. She has recently aroused outside interest
after an advert was placed in the Navy News by
Chief RYLAND regarding her welfare after the
closure of HMS FISGARD. It is gratifying to learn
that there are so many parrot-fanciers around
willing to give SPIKE a good home.
Now that half of the old Bennett Division and the
old Spickernell Division have joined together, a
totally new Spickernell Division has emerged
using the old Bennett accommodation. The new
Spikes will set the pace as a triumphant FISGARD
Division.

Unfortunately, he is subject to much jibing about
his beard not only from his compatriots but from
anyone and everyone else. His excuse for it is that
it keeps his chin warm when he goes potholing
and caving. Personally, I reckon he cannot stand
looking at his own face, first thing in the morning.
Another one of our achievements was in Spring
term when Tribe Division won the Griffin Trophy
— for best overall sports results, the Fislympic's
trophy, triumphing even with two teams
disqualified for bending the rules a bit too much.
Another fantastic result was Tribe Divisional
Squad Team winning the Inter-Divisional Squash
for the fifth consecutive time. All congratulations
were due to:PO/App K TURNER (now in Daedalus)
App C RULE (now in Caledonia)
App M J SMART (now in Daedalus)
App NEWTON
App RIGGALL
App McGUIRE
App I WILLIAMS
Once we had arrived at Cardinham we were
presented with a couple of problems: keeping
warm; and winning the Assault Course. The latter
we managed but keeping warm was a bit harder,
especially after our practice run at the assault
course. The team who won the assault course
with the fastest time of 17 min 2 sec was
PO/App A J EVANS
App L J E GODDARD
App S EARP
App H I GUNN
They received for their troubles the much coveted
Chatham berets.

TRIBE DIVISION
MEA/A A J DIMOND
As soon as I joined up, I was regularly informed
that Tribe was (and still is) the best Division in the
camp — so, it was drilled into us — that the 823
entry of "sprogs" had to carry on the tradition till
we passed out: only after our Passing-Out Parade
would Tribe Division be dissolved and the unlucky
remaining 2-class would be joining the remnants
of West side.
We first started showing our superiority over the
other Divisions when we had to go to Scraesdon
for our first encounter with the much dreaded
Resource & Initiative Training. So successful was
Tribe during these two days that the main
competition was between the two Tribe squads!
The first Passing-Out Parade I had to attend was
in December 1982; our Chief Apprentice
VICKERY collected a number of prizes for
academic work. "Vick", as he usually was
referred to, worked us all hard but he could be
relied on to produce a laugh — usually at his own
expense!
Another one of Tribe's achievements is on the
parade ground. In recent terms Tribe have
provided four parade commanders and two guard
commanders! This also includes our latest and last
Tribe Chief Apprentice, CPO/App DULEY who is
instantly recognisable by his ginger beard.

Captain HOLLEY (RNEC Manadon) presents the
Assault Course victors with their Chatham berets
Our Acceleraters were eager to keep up the
traditions by winning the Dartmoor Trophies,
awarded for the Division which produces the best
overall results.
Tribe is a very successful Division. When the
remaining Tribe 2 class go to West side, the
standard of the West side Divisions can only go
up!

HARCUS DIVISION
A DEA's view of Training at Fisgard
PMEA HENN
Before starting my training at HMS FISGARD, I,
like the rest of my division of DEA's, had spent
several years during and after apprenticeship on
civvy street. My own trade is mechanical
engineering, and the firm I used to work for
produces replacement car body panels, mainly for
MGB's. Having been with the firm since leaving
school, I had worked my way up to workshop
foreman, although a lot of my time was spent in
the toolroom, designing and making the
presstools for use on the various power and
hydraulic presses. The firm was doing very well,
and still is, with sales and production expanding
by the month.

experience at handling and taking charge of
people, and further to that, part of our instruction
was spent on functional leadership classes which
proved to be very interesting and educational.
In the 4th week, we spent 3 days camped at
Cardinham on Bodmin Moor, doing Resource &
Initiative Training. Unfortunately quite a lot of
equipment was lost in a fire at the end of last year
which meant that we had only one practical
leadership exercise. However the assault course,
canoeing and abseiling were all good fun, even
though it was probably the most physically taxing
part of the course.
The common feeling amongst all 11 DEA's is that
the 6½ weeks have been very beneficial to us all,
mainly because of the effort and interest put into
our programme and instruction by our divisional
officer Lt. BOWKER and Chief PICKFORD.

So why did I leave a steady job with a flourishing
firm to join the Royal Navy? That is not an easy
question to answer, especially on paper. Perhaps
it was that I simply had to break the routine that
we all seem to be able to fall into so easily with a
40 hour week job in a town that one has always
lived in. The thought of working in an engineering
environment in varied locations with a good rate
of pay, good promotion prospects and the chance
of a pension before 45 gradually began to appeal
far more than the alternative of 40 years of the
same life I had become accustomed to. So I
applied and was extremely happy when I was
accepted. I found myself counting the days before
my train to Plymouth, in eager anticipation.

Also, all other officers and senior rates that
instructed us were very interesting and thorough.
I only hope that in the rest of my career in the
Royal Navy I continue to work in similar
environments of helpful people who work
together as a disciplined team.

From what I had been told to expect, the 6½
weeks at FISGARD were likely to be fairly
physically arduous. Although I was not totally
unfit at the time of entry, I had not been very
active for some time; so I was rather apprehensive
about the weeks ahead, but equally determined to
give as much as I could to any task set. I later
found that this was the only attitude to take, as
anything less makes the task seem too difficult,
and one tends to give in.

(HMS FISGARD - MR. BRIAN OATES LRAM)
SUMMER 1983
“BANDY”

Editor's Note: Following reductions in naval
manpower requirements, the DEA scheme has
been suspended for the immediate future.

BLUE BAND ARTICLE

The first day at FISGARD began at 05.30 for the
new DEA's starting with a run. This was a good
indication of what was in line for us in the coming
weeks.
For the first few days we had no time to ourselves
at all, rising at 06.30 or earlier and working
through till lights out or later. None of us were
given enough time to wonder what we were
letting ourselves in for, rather we were more
pleased to have simply got each day out of the
way. However, looking back now I feel a great
sense of achievement and think I have learnt an
enormous amount not only about the Royal Navy
but also about myself.
I can honestly say that I felt less nervous and
more proud of a 15 minute lecture in front of the
Captain and various officers in the last week than I
did of a 3 minute talk in front of my messmates on
the first day. So obviously the course has given
me a lot of confidence of my own ability in front of
other people, which is of paramount importance
to a senior rate.
The 11 DEA's were always marched as a group
whenever moving around the camp and each day
a different class leader was appointed, who was
held responsible for the others' timekeeping and
drill movements. Being class leader gave us some

We have now had our final Passing In Parade at
HMS FISGARD.
I am pleased to say that out of the ten New Entries
who showed an interest in joining the Band nine
have 'stayed the course' and are gradually being
integrated into the Band.
At the end of March the Bandmaster and three
other members of the Band, Chief HOGAN, A/A
KEMISH, A/A DAWSON, joined with the
Volunteer Band at RNEC Manadon for a Concert in
the theatre at Manadon and we thoroughly
enjoyed the experience. Our congratulations to
Bd/C/Sgt. Barry MILLS who has achieved great
results with the Band at Manadon.

As those of you who read the 'Navy News' are
aware Captain HOLLEY of RNEC is a bassoonist
and so when he came to FISGARD as Inspecting
Officer for VIP's Divisions at the end of last term
we played a simplified version of 'Lucy Long'
which I think he enjoyed. Our playing couldn't
have been too bad because at least he recognised
it. The Inspecting Officer at the Passing Out
Parade last term was the Lord Lieutenant of
Cornwall (Viscount Falmouth).
Looking forward to events this term, and by the
time this epistle is read, the Band will have
appeared at a Devonport Field Gun Public Run,
Torpoint Carnival, Torpoint Civic Parade and the
Volunteer Band Festival (we hope). We are also
booked for a Wardroom Garden Party and a
Passing Out Parade in HMS RALEIGH when the
Apprentices who joined there this term will be
leaving for their next Training establishments. At
the end of term we have our 'Fisgard Finale' and
our own Passing Out Parade which is the last time
that we will be able to perform as a full band.
Our congratulations go to Wren Fran PALMER,
our Euphonium player who has entered the realms
of marital bliss and we wish her and her husband a
very happy life together.
At the end of term we say farewell to Lieutenant
Alan SQUIRE and CPO Ben HOGAN who both
leave the Navy for the harsh reality of 'Civvy
Street'. Our thanks to them all for their help and
support and our good wishes for the future. I
would also like to thank our Captain (Capt. Peter
HAMILTON-PRICE), who leaves us in the first
week of next term, for all his interest and support
during his time here. We wish him and Mrs.
HAMILTON-PRICE all the very best for the future.
As this is probably the last article I shall write from
FISGARD I would like to end on a fairly personal
note. I have been here for about six years and
have seen many Apprentices come and go. I hope
that they will continue to make music for their
own pleasure and the enjoyment of others. The
Fisgard Volunteer Band will be missed in the area
as I have been told many times just lately. I would
like all ex-Fisgard band members to know that you
are remembered with pleasure by a lot of the local
population. Thank you all for your efforts in the
past and I hope to see some of you when you do
your Officers Engineering Courses at RNEC
Manadon. To RNEC Band I say I'm looking forward
to coming and I hope to have a long and
happy association with you.

WORKSHOPS
LT CDR M.J. PRICE RN
In the not too distant future, the largest building in
HMS FISGARD and one of the oldest will present a
stark nakedness to the viewer as the machinery is
removed and re-allocated to other establishments.
The leaks in the roof will no doubt increase, and
more slates will be torn from the roof, whilst the
large exhaust cowlings will continue to corrode
gently away in the West Country weather.
All this is a somewhat different scene to that of
1940 when the workshop building was
completed and the roof of the five bays
resplendent in brown and green camouflage. The

machinery that had been transported from
Chatham lay around the large expanse of rough
ground (now the parade ground) in front of the
workshops.
The first apprentices transferred from Portsmouth
and Chatham started work in the workshops two
days after their arrival in HMS FISGARD on 1st
August 1940. Their first task was to chip out
holes in the concrete deck for the holding down
bolts of the machines, and then they were
employed on the installation of overhead belt
driven gantries which were to drive the machines
and also in fitting out the outside trades
(coppersmiths, boilermarkers and enginesmiths)
workshops. The first divisional officers were also
busy setting up their offices in the front of the
building.
The Spring of 1941 heralded the air-raid attack on
the establishment when on Thursday 21st of
March 1 941 a stick of bombs hit the east side of
the workshops demolishing the area where the
present naval stores and E.D. lecture rooms are
located. Fortunately there were no casualties and
after the debris was cleared away, the
apprentices took the advantage and marked out and
set up a tennis court for their use.
It is a long time since those early days with the
general pattern of apprentice training changing
many times, the greatest change being the
amount of time spent in the workshops during
those early days and now. The ratio being
approximately 4:1.
During the last 43 years, apart from RN Artificer
apprentices there has been an assortment of
Commonwealth Navy apprentices whom have
commenced their training in HMS FISGARD, these
coming from India, Pakistan, New Zealand,
Australia, Malaysia, Ghana, Nigeria and Brunei. In
addition Merchant Navy engineering cadets and
Ministry of Labour trainees have also been
accommodated. All in all quite a mixed bag
totalling approximately 25,000.
What of the future? Some of the machinery has
already been transferred to HMS SULTAN and
over the next nine months the majority of the
newer machine tools will be transferred to
apprentice training establishments in the
Portsmouth area. As yet no firm decision has been
made as to the future role of the workshops, but
rest assured, there will be many a long memory of
many thousands of ex-apprentices who have
passed through the workshops reminiscing of
those blistered palms and sorely bruised thumbs,
but all can be proud of the fine achievements they
have accomplished in the Fleet in the past and for
latter day apprentices the opportunity to uphold
the high standards and traditions of craftmanship
that has been set by their forebears.

ST. DUNSTAN'S CHURCH,
HMS FISGARD 1940-1983
When His Grace the Lord Archbishop of
Canterbury visited St. Dunstan's Church on 4
June, he made history not only as the first Primate
of All England to set foot there but also as the last.
In over forty years of its life our church had never
before welcomed the Royal Navy's own diocesan

bishop, and though many will be sad to see the
doors of the church closed for the last time at the
end of this summer term, we can be thankful that
Dr Runcie came here before the close of so many
years of faithful worship.
One of the ways of seeing something of the
history of a church is to look through the Service
registers. Our own registers go back as far as
1949, and if any exist prior to that I can only
assume they must be locked away in some dusty
corner of the Ministry of Defence. They give a
surprising insight not only into the life of the
church in the intervening years, but also into the
patterns, structures and events in the life of the
establishment as a whole. There are clearly times
of joy, and there are certainly times of sorrow as
well; services of thanksgiving for national, local
and personal blessings; services of remembrance
in times of bereavement; days when the
establishment was at a low ebb and days when it
was in party mood. On the national level, the
years 1 952 and 1 953 are an interesting example.
In early February we find the following entry: "His
Majesty King George VI died, Wed. Feb 6th 1952
RIP". And on Friday 15th, at 0650, a service of
requiem was held "For His Late Majesty King
George VI", at which 43 people received
communion, suggesting the presence of a
considerable congregation. What is more, there
was a Memorial Service at 1200 the same day.
More than a year passed in preparation for the
Coronation before another sad note is sounded.
Thursday 26th March 1953, 0645 Requiem "In
memoriam Her Late Majesty Queen Mary",
(grandmother of our present Queen). But then, on
2nd June, the Coronation, preceded on the
evening of the 1st by Evensong and an All Night
Vigil (let the Christian community of today take
note!) in HMS RALEIGH chapel, followed by two
services of Holy Communion and prayers at
divisions at 1020 on the day itself.
And then there are some nice little touches on the
local level. The Chaplain in 1957 must have been
an honest chap, because on Tuesday 27th
February, under the entry for 0650 Holy
Communion (this happened every day and was
supported every day — again let today's church
members take note ) we find: "No Service —
Chaplain overslept. 8 waiting". However, another
entry for the same day must have given joy to
many: "0920 Prayers. Not held. Parade Ground
under repair".
As well as events, there are personalities, in
particular the Chaplains themselves. Since 1940
there have been 28 chaplains and assistant
chaplains appointed to FISGARD, at least 2 of
whom later became Chaplain of the Fleet (Darrell
Burt and Christopher Prior) and one of whom
(Kenneth Criggall) was appointed Bishop of St
Helena — an excessively high price to pay for a
purple cassock. Of the 28, 7 are still serving as
chaplains in the Royal Navy. Even the occasional
appearance of a chaplain not appointed here can
be interesting. In July 1958 a young RNR chaplain
called Raymond Roberts was here on a Sunday.
Nearly a year later he joined the RN, and 25 years
later he will be with us at our very last Sunday
Service — as Chaplain of the Fleet.
Next term the altar from St Dunstan's, the
candlesticks and altar crucifix (made in our
workshops) and many other pieces from this

church will have been installed in a new side chapel
in St Paul's Church in RALEIGH. St Dunstan's
church may have closed but it will be remembered,
and the church of God in the Royal Navy carries on.

SPORTS REPORTS
SOCCER "A" TEAM
HMS FISGARD Soccer "A" team has had a
successful season, finishing in the top three in
Division three, in the Plymouth Combination
Football League.
HMS FISGARD Youth achieved runners up in the
Navy Youth Cup with several players going on to
represent Navy at Youth level.
In the Navy Cup FISGARD were beaten in the Area
final by CTC LYMPSTONE.
In all it has been a very successful last season for
HMS FISGARD.

SOCCER "B" TEAM
A good season enjoyed by all players. Shortly
after the Christmas break 1st termers and 2nd
termers were drafted into the side, so that a
steady team could be formed.
The team had a moderately successful season in
terms of results, finishing 6th in a 13 team league.
Outstanding players for the
EMMERSON, SHONE and MUIR

B

side

were

RUGBY
FISGARD Rugby Club didn't have a highly
successful season, but the results did not reflect
the enthusiasm shown by all the members of the
squad. Throughout the season Apps FOX and
DUGGAN represented the Navy Colts and 90% of
the Command Colts team were FISGARD players.

We have had no major disasters yet but have been
in some exciting competitions where mishaps
have taken place. A prime example was at
Monmouth where 2 boats broke up under a bridge
while turning around as the current was too
strong.
The club has 2 "fours" boats which is a term we
will go into later. One is a clinker built boat which
is fast but relatively unstable; the other is a
formed hulled boat which is slower but a lot
sturdier in the water. These boats have to be
protected well as a small scratch could alter
performance.

VOLLEYBALL
FISGARD's Volleyball team this season played in
the Plymouth Command League. Other teams
involved were RNEC Manadon, HMS Drake, HMS
Cambridge and HMS Raleigh.
FISGARD's team had a varied bag of results but
played extremely well throughout, despite losing
players at the end of each term. We were placed
3rd above Cambridge and Raleigh.

The main types of boats are 8's, 4's, twin sculling
boats and sculling boats along with many more.
The terms 8's and 4's mean that there are 8 and 4
oarsmen in the boat with one oar each and a
coxswain at the stern controlling the boat with a
small rudder. Sculling boats are boats where the
oarsmen have 2 oars each, instead of 1.
There are many events around the country for
both amateur and professional teams to compete
in. In this region there is Exeter regatta and
Monmouth regatta, while other places like
Worcester are relatively close.
The main event that gives rowing its name is the
Oxford —Cambridge Boat Race where the
Universities team together and compete with
each other — they race from Putney up the
Thames once a year. It is taken very seriously and
many spectators turn out for it. It is also televised
by both BBC and Independent television.
Overall it is a relaxing sport for the keen only and
is by no means cheap.

HOCKEY
Plymouth Command U21 were well represented
by HMS FISGARD in the U21 Hockey
Championships winning both the indoor and
outdoor competitions.

ROWING
P J CHANDLER 3E5
Rowing today is a very serious sport taken up
mainly by clubs or universities. This is because
the sport has become very competitive, so better,
faster boats are produced, hence the expense. A
good boat for an amateur club can cost anything
from £2000 without the equipment or storage
space. There are many other expenses such as
petrol and transport along with licences and
moorings that the clubs have to pay for also.
In FISGARD we are lucky as most of the
equipment has been purchased by the Navy.

HMS FISGARD also entered the Sun Life Div I
Hockey League. Due to bad weather in the early
part of the season many of the games were
postponed, also with the departure of most of the
Command U21 side to their various part 3 training
establishments the team was severely weakened
for the rest of the season.

TWO CLASS RESOURCE &
INITIATIVE TRAINING - CARDINHAM
App ROYLE
It was a warm sunny day — unusual for the middle
of February I thought. But this was no ordinary
day, no, for day was the day that Frew Division
went to Cardinham.

The club in FISGARD is run by Lt. Cdr. DAVIS and
includes about 7 members. It is situated in the
training support block and travels by mini-bus to
various regattas around the country.

We set off at about quarter to eight in an old Navy
bus. The engine screamed with protest as we
reached the steep hills renowned in this area. The
bus would make it to the crest of a hill hardly
moving but the interior was filled with the sound of
the engine, straining under the weight.

Most of our training is done on Tuesday nights in
the RV Pool or, as the boats are now at a
boathouse near Manadon, we can have a practice
on open water.

As we approached the last hill on our 40 mile trip
the interior was filled with shock as everybody
saw the "peaks" towering up into the deep blue

skies.
The bus started its usual rapid descent over the
pot-hole riddled track down to the remains of a
burnt out cottage — the same one that had burned
down a fortnight earlier. This must mean we had
arrived.
We got out of the bus, uneasy with anticipation of
what to expect, for we had heard terrifying stories
about Cardinham. Chief FRENCH was first on the
scene wearing his thick combat jacket, for
although the site was near the base of a hill a
numbing wind still blew. We were asked (to put it
politely) to put up the tents within quarter of an
hour. We did this quite easily as most of us had
experience in pitching this sort of tent from
scouts.
After unloading the stores, we were told to fall back
in at the side of the cottage and wait for
Chief FRENCH. After about three minutes of
waiting Chief FRENCH appeared from around the
corner of the cottage and a sense of insecurity
and uncertainty crept over us. Then he uttered the
dreaded words —
"Let's go for a little jog seeing that you have all
been sitting down for such a long time on that
cramped coach". At this a deathly silence fell
upon us.
We set off at a nice steady pace but after the long
slog up the track we were all beginning to perspire
and the ever-strengthening sun didn't help either,
and the fact that we all had a couple of t-shirts on,
plus a shirt and jumper. In fact it was the heat that
got to most people although the mileage did affect
a few.
After the first three miles we began to get spread
out so the ones at the front had to double on the
spot whilst the slower ones caught up behind.
After about five miles most people felt like dying
— the heat was really getting to us and we looked
as though we had just jumped under a shower
fully dressed — but all the same we all somehow
managed to stick together. Thank goodness the
last quarter of a mile was all downhill as I think an
uphill bit at this stage would have been impossible
to negotiate.
We completed the six and a half mile run (for we
calculated the distance later in the day from an
ordnance survey map of the area) and then Chief
FRENCH said — hardly out of breath I hasten to
add "See those four slag heaps over there? (pointing
in their general direction) They are called the
Peaks".
That was the dreaded word that strikes fear into
the heart of every apprentice.
"You run down behind the first one" he
continued "then over the back, then over the
second, third, fourth and back to here".
We stood there in disbelief. Surely he wouldn't
send us over the peaks straight after the run? No
he couldn't possibly — but he did!
"Remember it is a patrol event and the last person
round makes his whole patrol go again!" he
commented harshly.
"Off you go then!" he stormed.
At this we ran, still shattered from the run,
down the incline to the base of the first peak! Boy,

was it tall. I stood at the base for about 10
seconds just looking up to a point of about
100-150 ft up in the air. Then I noticed that
people were dashing past me trying to be the first
over, and seeing this I quickly scrambled up the
hard, steep slope, often digging my hands deep
into the surface trying to pull myself up as
footholds were few and far between. On the first
peak there was no particular path up the side — it
was just a jumble of hand holds and sheer drops
where parts had been weathered away. The other
three were just as bad!
A patrol from Lane was last and as the Fleet Chief
did not like Lane much he sent the whole division
around again!
In the afternoon after a makeshift lunch we did the
assault course. It was about 2½ miles long and
consisted of a single leopard, a 12ft wall,
followed by a 17ft wall then a coal tunnel which
was very small. I managed to get through — just.
Then there was a run of about ¾ of a mile up to
the base of a quarry; there you climbed up a path
with the aid of a rope, round the top of the quarry
and about another ¾ of a mile, to the base of the
second peak, and then Easy really! We got
turned in at about six. During the night some of us
had to do a watch for an hour just to check that
everything was in order which was a bit of a pain
really.
The next day was just spent doing map and
compass work in the morning and the assault
course in the afternoon — we managed to get the
3rd fastest time of 21 minutes and 7 seconds
which wasn't bad as we were the last group
round and it was therefore very muddy. After the
assault course we got changed, had tea if you
could call it that, and planned the route of the first
days walk back — which was next day.
Day 3 first day of walk back — we set off in thick
fog from a place called Minions on Bodmin Moor.
We covered 23 miles in about 5 ½ hours which
was good, considering that we got lost near the
end!
When we got to the camp site for the night we
pitched the tents and started to get ready for bed
but Chief FRENCH quickly put a stop to that. He
called us out for a quick P.T. lesson to get the
muscles moving in case the next day our whole
body would be stiff and we would not be able to
do the second day's walk back. So we ended up
doing quick sprints and piggy-back races up the
side of a very steep hill. When we had finished
most of us went straight to bed and slept until 8
o'clock the next morning.
The next day was really warm and sunny and we
set off at 9 o'clock and started to walk back,
across the moors to Cardinham which was quite
easy as visibility was good. Thus we got back to
Cardinham in about 4 ½ hours and after a wait of
about an hour for the bus we all climbed aboard
and we nearly all fell asleep at once on the long
journey back which seemed to take hours. When
we got back to camp we returned the equipment
and made our way back to the divisions to have a
shower and go to tea.
Looking back on it Cardinham wasn't that bad
really.

CANOE CLUB
A. G. MACRAE 3W4
The Canoe Club, which meets regularly on
Wednesday evenings, is run by Lt. BIRD. Lt.
SIDEBOTHAM ran the club with Lt. BIRD before
he was appointed to HMS SULTAN. Evening
sessions consist of canoe repairs, paddling
around the pool, learning how to roll and improve
skills. At the beginning of each term many new
people join the club to have a go in the pool but
few members actually achieve enough skill to
canoe on white water. The club participated in
many white water races on the Rivers Dart, Exe
and Barle. Both staff and apprentices took part in
Royal Navy, Plymouth Command and Civilian
Competitions on the above rivers. Some of the
results: Royal Navy White Water Slalom
Champion (Novice) Apprentice PEARSON (Tribe),
Plymouth Command White Water Championship
(Novice): Apprentice BARTON (second) and
Apprentice MACRAE (third). Lt. SIDEBOTHAM
came first in the Plymouth Command Team Event.
A Bat Polo competition was arranged by Lt. BIRD
for teams in the Plymouth Command. A bat is an
eight foot canoe with a rounded bow designed for
swimming pools. Bat polo is the canoeing
equivalent of water polo. Seven teams competed
in a tough and close competition. FISGARD
entered a staff team and an apprentice team. The
apprentices reached the final but were beaten in a
very fast and rough game by the Port of Plymouth
'A' Team la civilian team). The team was:
Apprentices PEARSON (Tribe), BARTON,
MACRAE, DONALDSON (all of Spickernell) and an
apprentice from Collingwood doing Sea Training on
HMS CLEOPATRA in Plymouth.

The equipment which the team uses consists
basically of a large vaulting box, constructed of
wood with a padded leather top and standing
nearly six feet high. In front of it are placed one or
two trampettes and behind it, several 'puddings'
or crash mats on which the vaulters will land
gracefully, or piledrive into. (Fortunately the latter
occurs very rarely among the apprentices though
LPT WILLIAMS has experienced the feeling once
or twice). The vaulters themselves are clad all in
white — white singlets covering the torso, with
matching gym trousers also being worn. On the
feet normal white gym shoes are worn which, like
the rest of the kit, are spotlessly clean.
Now to the display itself. At first all members of
the team will march onto the area where they are
to perform, and form up into several straight lines.
Then once they have all been dressed off, they
will commence on skip jumping routine which
entails doing various arm and leg movements
whilst still skip-jumping. Then when they have
finished, on the word of one of the PTI's most of
the team line up in two lines in front of the
vaulting box. The extras (noticeable by the fact
that they wear green instead of white singlets)
stand by to move equipment and join in the
display when needed. Then to a musical
accompaniment the white agile figures begin to
vault.

Later that evening a Social was arranged in the
Stannary which was attended by the Captain
(Chairman of the Plymouth Command Canoeing
Association) and his wife. The Captain presented
the prizes to the winners and commented on the
great rivalry between the teams.
This term the canoe club is continuing over at
HMS RALEIGH. Apprentices go over to RALEIGH
Canoe Club on Tuesday evenings to improve skills
and build up necessary muscles for the strenuous
events coming this summer.

P.T. DISPLAY TEAM
D T HALFORD 3E1
FISGARD P.T. Display Team consists of twenty or
so willing young apprentices who give up most
evenings of t h e w e e k s p e n d i n g t h e i r t i m e
f l y i n g , (gracefully or not so gracefully) over a
rather unfriendly vaulting box. The team is coached
by LPT SAYMOR (Rog) and LPT WILLIAMS
(Bungs) who with their experience and occasional
titbits of humour encourage these young athletes as
much as they can, though some, it is true need a bit
more encouragement than others.
The purpose of the team is obvious; to put on PT
displays. The team will travel throughout the
Plymouth area, putting on displays at small or
large functions. It does not matter whether it be
the 'Drake Fair' or a small village fete as the
standard will always be immaculate along with
the dress which the PTI's seem to be pretty keen
on.

The PT Display Team performs
Archbishop of Canterbury.

for

the

The first vaults are quite basic — upward jump off
and through vaults — enabling the team to get the
feel of the surface they are working upon.
However as the display progresses so does the
difficulty of the vaults. Once the single vaults have
been completed the apprentices line up to begin
the double vaults. This incorporates the use of
both the trampettes with two apprentices vaulting
over the same box at the same time. This can be
very entertaining or extremely "hairy", depending
upon whether you are watching or actually doing
the display. On completion of the 'doubles', three

of the extras vault onto the box and form a three
man pyramid. The rest of the team then proceed
to vault through the legs of the middle man,
though, thankfully no over arm vaults such as
neck-rolls are performed. Finally we come to the
finale where each member of the team does a
somersault over the 'white-beast' before him and
then lines up at the side of the vaulting box to be
presented to whoever may be watching, whether
it is a handful of villagers or a few hundred other
servicemen and women.
Some say it does not take much to be a member of
the FISGARD P.T. Display Team, unlike the Field
Gunners who need both strength and stamina. It
may not need these to a great extent but what it
does need is a little bit of courage and
determination, and most of all, the encouragement
and time given by both LPT WILLIAMS and LPT
SAYNOR without whose help we would not have
known where to start.

of the fact that in a few years' time we would tell
them what to do. And it was not at all surprising
that at the end of the week one unlucky person
who was working on the bosun's chair would be
lowered into the sea.
By the end of the week there was more paint on
ourselves than Broadsword. Nevertheless I think
we all enjoyed it, even though it was not what we
thought it would be. The good points were that
we got an excellent dinner all week and had a
welcome change from workshops here at
FISGARD.
Those other groups that were put on survey ships
did not enjoy sea training as much as we did —
but the closest we came to going to sea that week
was the ferry ride over the river!

SEA TRAINING
IAN MILLS IE2A
Week ten on our timetable was allocated to Sea
Training. None of us knew what this exactly
meant and two class did not because they had not
done it. By now after ten weeks at HMS FISGARD
all one class were to say the least slightly bored
with the daily routine of lessons and so thought
this may be a nice easy week where we could all
relax.
So far the closest we had come to a Navy ship
was a twenty foot Cory wooden whaler, and so
when I heard we were to be on board HMS
BROADSWORD, a modern Type 22 frigate, I was
pleased especially as other groups had been put
on small survey ships.
HMS BROADSWORD is a large modern frigate
carrying the latest Sea Wolf missile system (that
was proved so effective down in the Falklands),
Exocet missiles, torpedoes and helicopters.
I thought that the week would consist of us being
split up and given tours round the whole of the
ship, those of us that wanted to be weapon
engineering artificers would be shown round the
weapons systems in some detail and be given an
insight on how they work. I also thought that we
might have a little cruise round the coasts of
Cornwall etc.
When we approached the ship on the first day it
looked pretty impressive. Nonetheless there were
a few rusty bits on the side of the hull, but it had
only just returned from a long voyage and so this
was to be expected.
On board we were met by two leading rates with
grins on their faces and told to get straight into
our overalls and follow them.
As it turned out we had arrived at an awkward
time, because the ship was being prepared to be
sent back down to the South Atlantic and,
surprise, surprise, we had to paint it battleship
grey. From 08.30 or so till 15.45 with only an
hour for dinner we spent doing nothing but paint.
This went on all week apart from an hour on
Wednesday morning when we were given a
lightning tour of the ship because it was raining
outside, so we could not paint.
During that week the leading hands found great
delight in telling us what to do, probably because

HMS BROADSWORD

TEN TORS
FCMEM ROBERTS
Team Manager
The annual Ten Tors event on Dartmoor is
described by its Army organisers as being "to
encourage young people to participate in a
planned expedition". It consists of a two day trek
across some of the remotest parts of the moor.
Training started in November and the enthusiasm
of those apprentices who showed an interest was
tested to the limit by the appalling weather, rain
and mist for every training weekend. Memories
that will linger include the patrols navigating to
the nearest 100 yds in mist but on the occasional
sign of good weather getting lost, and the
continuing encouragement of the staff!!
The expedition itself took place on 14th May and
19th May. HMS FISGARD entered two six man
patrols in the forty-five mile event. The event is
not a race or competition of any kind. Everyone
who completes the route is given a medal, and for
each complete patrol that finishes the
establishment receives a certificate.
The two FISGARD patrols produced excellent
results, finishing the arduous route and attaining
these medals and the establishment its certificate
— a 100% success proving that hard training and
most of all enthusiasm have their rewards.
Ten Tors Teams
App WICKENS Patrol Leader
App HOWE
App DEMPSTER
App OUSBY
App HUBBARD
App SLACK
Res
App McMILLIAN
App STEPHENSON
App MAYNE

App HIGGINS
App FORTT
App THOMPSON
App GLADWIN
App SINCLAIR
App SMITH RD

My personal thanks to Lt. Cdr. CADD, Lt. Cdr.
ALLGOOD, CPO PT FRENCH, Cox'n COLBORNE,
PO FLETCHER who made the training weekends
enjoyable and whose hard work produced such
good results.

afternoon we became lost (not for the first time!)
and owing to the foul weather and all being
thoroughly exhausted we decided to leave the
moor and walk back to the pick-up point.
On the first weekend back from Easter leave we
set out for the actual event. Now we could put our
training into practice.
We arrived at Okehampton army camp on Friday
afternoon. I have never seen so many tents in all
my life. There were over 2,000 people competing
in the event. Our tent was pitched when we
arrived and we all slept in a ten man tent to keep
our small tents dry and light. We were checked in
and given several talks about how dangerous the
moor can be. We all got into bed about 2030 after
supper.
The next morning we were awoken by the tannoy
at 0430! and crawled out of our sleeping bags. By
0645 we were at the start line and waiting to go.
There were 26 different routes and when the start
was sounded at 0700 it was an amazing sight to
see two thousand people spreading across the
moor.

Apprentice HOWE after the Ten Tors — quiet for once!

TEN TORS 1983
G. DEMPSTER 3E2A
If you enjoy walking 45 miles over some of the
roughest, hilliest, dampest, most bog ridden moor
in the country in under 24 hours then the Ten Tors
competition is for you. This event is held every
year and many hundreds of dedicated walkers and
hikers take part in the event. Teams from the
Army, RAF, Marines, Royal Navy and many
civilian groups take part. The Royal Navy enters
several teams and eleven other apprentices and
myself entered for HMS FISGARD.
The training started way back in chilly November
and since then we have been out many times and
walked a good few miles. On our first trip out the
weather was appalling, mist so thick you could
not see tors several hundred feet high more than
100 meters away. It poured with rain and the
wind howled across the moor cutting through
waterproofs and windproofs to make you cold,
wet and thoroughly depressed! When we finished
the day's walk CPO FRENCH (who turned out to
be quite a laugh when not on R & IT) said that the
weather could never be that bad again, much to
our relief. A fortnight later we returned to the
moor and on Sunday morning our tents were
literally blown over and down came the rain and
sleet. As we walked from Princetown we had to
fight against bitterly cold winds and driving rain.
For the whole of Sunday the only part of Dartmoor
I saw was the three feet of ground in front of me
as I leaned into the gale force winds.
As we got used to the walking and map reading
we were split into groups and allowed to walk on
our own, reaching the half way stage before a set
time. It was very satisfying to be able to walk on a
compass bearing for several kilometers and find
your objective within a few meters of where you
stop.
One of the hardest walks was just after two class
R & IT at Cardinham. "Only a short walk this
weekend!" said FCPO ROBERTS and I believed
him — then I was given the route card; I found it
the longest walk to date. On the Sunday

The weather on the first day was good and by
eight o'clock that night we had covered 33 miles
of our 45 mile walk. We pitched tent near Fox Tor
and settled down for some well earned food and
rest.
We set off at 0600 the next morning, determined
to finish by 12.00. At 1400 we finally reached
Okehampton and the finish. It was a marvellous
sight to walk over Yes Tor and see the finish: it
made all the practice worthwhile.
We all managed to get a little spring into our step
as we walked the last 300-400 yards being
applauded by the many people who had come out
to watch.
We were ushered into a tent, awarded our silver
medals for completing the walk, and went off for
tea.
We were congratulated by the Captain who came
out to meet us, and much to our surprise, found
we were the only Navy team to finish complete.
At times I wondered whether I should carry on
with the practices but when I collected my medal
and certificate it made every painful step worth it,
and I would do it all again gladly.

THE RINGLESHUTES PROJECT
P.W. TEASDALE
Eight Apprentices and Lt SUTHERLAND mustered
outside the R -and IT centre, on a Saturday
morning in April, to start out on an Archaeological
Expedition to Dartmoor.
Lt SUTHERLAND had gathered us all together to
carry out restoration on an historical monument, a
nineteenth century clapper bridge.
We set off after collecting our R and IT equipment
from H.M.S. FISGARD. On the way out of
Plymouth, at Marsh Mills roundabout we had
arranged to meet RPO WARR, who was to play an
important role in the expedition.
We arrived at a small village called Holne where
we pitched our tents on Village Farm, with the
kind permission of the owner, Admiral Sir James
Eberle.

After having some food and putting up the four
and ten man tents, we proceeded by car for about
a mile, then by foot up a small stony path with
digging equipment in hand for about another two
miles, over the hills towards the clapper bridge.
We were told that the bridge had not been in use
for a long time owing to the extreme decay that
had eroded the foundations of the bridge away: it
had eventually collapsed into a pile of rubble.
When we arrived there was a slight trace of a
bridge, but not a lot.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S
AWARD SCHEME
J C SPENCER 2E2A
For the uninitiated amongst you, the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award Scheme is a scheme run in
this country to give groups of young people the
chance to do something worthwhile, to head
towards a certain goal getting through various
tasks on the way, and, at the end of the tasks, to
be rewarded with a badge and certificate.
There are three different levels of the award —
Bronze, Silver and Gold. As you may understand
each standard gets progressively harder. There
are also various different sections to each award.
The first section is on Interests. Whatever hobbies
you have, for example, photography or cycling.
For each award you have to pursue that interest
for a specified period of time, each higher award
having a longer period, the maximum being
eighteen months for Gold Award.
The next section is Service. You have to attend a
course on a subject to do with the community or
do some sort of community service. For Bronze
award, a typical example is to attend a Fire
Station and learn about the basics of fire fighting,
how fires are caused and fire prevention. At the
end of each service period you are examined.

We started work by removing the rushes around
the immediate surroundings, being careful not to
put our soiled boots into the clear stream water,
as further down the valley the water was used by
many outlying farms for drinking water.
During Saturday afternoon we had cleared all the
debris and restructured the main supports of the
bridge.
On Saturday evening we visited the local public
house for light refreshment, much appreciated
after the exertions of the day.
Early on Sunday morning, RPO WARR told us to
get out of bed in his usual friendly voice. We had a
quick breakfast, then it was up to the clapper
bridge again. This time the weather was not so
friendly, as the grey clouds drew closer.
The group worked hard until about twelve
o'clock, at which we had to depart.
During the morning work, we had accomplished
blocking up the old stream and diverting it to a
newly prepared course, lined with small stones to
stop any future erosion.
By now the RPO, with his voice sore from
shouting at us, was actually praising us for a good
day's work. The weather had closed in and there
was severe rain and winds to accompany us on
our return trip to the car where it was discovered
that a trenching tool had gone missing... Lt
SUTHERLAND volunteered a small select group
to brave the weather. They later returned
drenched through with the tool.
Repairs of the bridge were expected to have taken
up to three or four trips, but because of the effort
put in by all the group, one more trip could finish
the bridge. It was a memorable expedition.

The next section is the Expedition. An expedition
takes place when a group of people plan the
expedition, work out menus, route cards and
routes, and have taken various lectures of
mountain safety and the country code. The
Bronze expedition is one of 1 5 miles, with one
night camping; the Silver is 30 miles with two
nights camping whilst the Gold is 50 miles with
three nights camping. Expeditions can also be
undertaken on bicycle or canoe but the distances
involved are much longer.
The final section is the Physical Ability. There are
certain set exercises; press ups, sit ups, tuck
jumps, grid springs and endurance tests to
undergo. You get points for a certain number of
each exercise, and a maximum number of 5 points
for a maximum number of that particular exercise.
Once you have done all the stages of each award
and have obtained your Bronze and Silver
standards, the Gold award is presented to you by
the Duke of Edinburgh in person at Buckingham
Palace. So that makes a worthwhile target to head
for, don't you agree?
The Duke of Edinburgh scheme is being run at the
moment in FISGARD, Lt BIRD being the officer in
charge. On the whole, the Duke of Edinburgh's
award scheme is a very worthwhile pastime, and
will bring out things in a person you never knew
you had.

ORIENTEERING CLUB
D P O’CONNOR 3E1
Orienteering is the sport of using a map and
compass to navigate your way around a set
course, passing through set check points on your
way. That is the text book definition but it usually
turns out to be a lot harder especially if the course
designer puts a few hills and forests in your way,
which happens more often than not.

HMS FISGARD has its own Orienteering Club for
both apprentices and staff, although the staff side
of the club is mostly made up from the MES staff.
"Can't maths instructors read a compass?" we
ask ourselves.
During the last term and a half the club has visited
a good many events at both a local and
international level. The local events are held in
some of the most desolate places in Devon and
Cornwall including the infamous Bodmin Moor,
well loved by our R & IT staff. Our members have
done well in most of these local events, finding
themselves well up in the final positions at the
finish. New members of the club are often taken
along to these events, and given plenty of
excellent tuition by the club's organiser Lt Cdr
HYSLOP.
The more experienced members of the club, who
have learned to cope with the courses set by local
clubs, often visit "Badge events", which are of a
much higher standard, drawing competitors from
all over the country. Recently we have visited two
of these events organised by the N.G.O.C. which
were held in the Forest of Dean. These were
excellent quality courses, and we all soon found
out why we had been told to wear full leg covering
tracksuits and not just shorts on such a hot day.
The brambles always had a habit of being directly
between us and our next control point! One such
event was the NGOC Long 0 event held at the
Bislins in the centre of the Forest of Dean and near
the local beauty spot called Symon's Yat. This
consisted of extremely long courses (in
Orienteering terms) of nine, fourteen and twentysix kilometres. Most of the apprentices tried their
hand at the nine kilometre course although
apprentice Isioye of Spickernell Division did
attempt the fourteen kilometre course, but was
forced to retire after three hours of hard slog
through the heavily forested area which seemed
to have more than its fair share of hills.
Many events are planned for the summer term,
including another N.G.O.C. event in the Forest of
Dean, which we all look forward to with interest.
There is also a relay event being held in Devon
during June, and running as part of a team will
add an extra bit of interest to the sport. We are
also planning a week long trip to Scotland, to an
International event being held in Aberdeenshire
during mid August, if the welfare committee
decides to supply the money for us to go. We all
hope they do as we are all deeply involved in this
great sport. Unfortunately a trip like this would be
limited to about seven apprentices, owing to the
long distances of travel involved. Members of
three class are likely candidates as they will be on
special routine, and therefore it will be easier to
raise release chits for them.

WEST DEVON MOTORCYCLE
TRAINING SCHEME
A/A GUNN
The HMS FISGARD Motorcycle Club, which is a
centre for the West Devon Motorcycle Training
Scheme, aims to make the budding but
provisional licence holding App bikers (and
interested local civilians) better riders and if
desired to get them off 2 stroke motorised sewing

machines. The club itself is run by keen Chiefs, ex
Chiefs and officers. All of the instructors are
dedicated and have been biking for some years,
and so know what its about, and they don't
charge for the free time they put in on Wednesday
evenings. All you are charged for the 13 week
training and test is £1 2.50, which is paid to the
Department of Transport for the test itself.
There is a test at the end of the course which if
you pass enables you to take your Part I, which is
a 20 minute test for riding skill. It entails riding
around cones, including slalom and figure of eight
(for balance), a controlled stop and a slow ride —
to simulate slow moving traffic.
If you fail the part I the first time through you can
do a retake without retaking the training course
again. Once having passed, it is left up to you to
book and take the Part II before you can burn
those L-plates.
The Part II is the original Department of Transport
motorcycle test, it is on-road, and is very similar
to the car test — without the reversing. If you are
keen on biking, but cannot afford the high prices
for the 125's, to do the test on, the club has four
motorcycles — two Suzuki A100's and two
Kawasaki KC100 Companions.
They are all small and uncomfortable but serve the
job admirably, what’s more they are all insured for
you to ride whilst training. It's a gift, because
there is no charge on the use of the bikes (not
even for petrol) and also it would cost you about
£43 just to take the course anywhere ashore.
If anyone is interested in taking the course in the
summer term 1983 contact FCPO COSGROVE,
who can usually be found in the offices in the
main workshop.

MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
App FARQUHAR
The mountaineering club run by Lt PANCOTT RN,
is a self supporting club that has all the equipment
an individual requires to take up climbing as a
hobby.
During the summer term the club goes climbing
locally on a Tuesday or Thursday periods 7 & 8
depending on the timetable for that particular day.
The climbing groups usually consist of 3
apprentices and one instructor. They climb at the
Dewerstone, north of Plymouth or at the
Cheesewring Quarry near Liskeard depending on
the weather — it may be 2100 or 2200 before
the group will return. For this the galley supply
their delightful "bag meals".
During the winter term evening climbing is still
possible for the first few weeks but after that the
only climbing done is by the arrangement of
weekend expeditions which may go to Wales or to
the sea cliffs around Land's End. The spring term
also relies on such weekend expeditions.
On one occasion Lt PANCOTT, Lt HOUGHTON
and LAEM COLLIN (from Yeovilton) led an
expedition to Lands End and took four apprentices
from FISGARD, App OLLIS (Lane), App
HARDISTY (Lane), App DULEY (Tribe) and App
FARQUHAR (Frew).
We left FISGARD at 1900 on Friday 11 March
1983 and, using the white Land Rover, we drove

to a town called St Just where the Royal Marines
have a cottage that we got the use of. The
accommodation was very good with showers and
ample space for cooking and recreation in the
evening.
On the Saturday morning we drove a few miles to
a sea cliff climbing area called Gosigran where we
spent the day climbing in two groups of 2 and one
group of 3. That evening after a filling meal there
was a slide show and chat about various climbs
and climbing areas around the country.
On Sunday we went to a place called Sennen
Cove 2 miles from Lands End where we climbed in
the same groups for the day before returning to
FISGARD in the evening.
The club also gives its members a chance to join
the Royal Navy and Royal Marines
Mountaineering Club (RNRMCC) and the
opportunity to join in the organised meetings it
provides.
One of the meetings attended by the FISGARD
club was the Annual General Meeting held at Tai
Newyddion, North Wales.
Members of the Club also attended meets at
Swanage (sea cliffs), the Isle of Skye, the Western
Highlands (Ben Nevis and Glencoe) and Cheddar
and Avon gorges.
The club has provided many hours of pleasure for
a lot of apprentices in FISGARD and hopefully this
will continue until the eventual closure of HMS
FISGARD in December.

ADVENTURE TRAINING S.T.A. Sir Winston Churchill
C.R. ALLEN 3E5
The Sir Winston Churchill is a sailing ship
designed to train young people in the skills of
sailing in a "tall ship". Trainees embark for two
week periods.
There are 39 trainees plus 5 temporary and 5
permanent crew members. The 39 trainees are
split into 3 groups of 13 called Fore Watch, Main
Watch and Mizzen Watch, each with a watch
leader and a watch officer.
Two apprentices from H.M.S. FISGARD were
offered a place each from 17 April to 30 April, the
Welfare Fund paying 25% of the costs. It was
therefore a fairly cheap trip!
Joining the ship on the night of 1 5 April from
HMS FISGARD were A.A. J. SAVERTON and
A.A. C.R. ALLEN.
Sunday came and most trainees were aboard. We
were to sign up and then climb the mast,
something all trainees have to do before going to
sea, simply to see if they can climb (or think they
can) the rigging at sea. All Sunday was spent
doing a crash course on the parts of the ship and
what to do to move them, until we just about
knew the basics. Little did we know that by the
end of the trip we would be quite proficient
"sailors".
Monday 18 April dawned and we left Grimsby
port with MEA/A ALLEN at the helm steering out
the ship, scared he'd manage to hit the side of the
lock. Out of Grimsby we sailed and into the North
Sea, with a brisk force 4 blowing.

An hour later the wind was picking up to a force
six and people were starting to be sick — by 4
o'clock in the afternoon we were in a force 8 with
every trainee green and retching. It was then that
everyone began to realise that everything
wouldn't be fun and games. Here we had to do
everything as usual on the ship — and do it while
being sick. This was the worst part of the trip
without a doubt. The feeling of being sick without
anything coming up is horrible and so we
deliberately ate to make it come up again!! Having
something leaving your stomach made being sick
better, if that is possible.
As night came so there seemed no end to the gale
and to the sickness.
After this gale had died away the trip was good
fun at times and horrible at other times. The
sailing occurs 24 hours a day and so there always
has to be a watch on duty, which means 4 hours
on, 8 hours off. Therefore the bad part of the trip
is getting up in the middle of the night to do a
watch.
The ship generally goes to at least two foreign
ports which was the case with us, those being
Amsterdam and Cherbourg, the other port visited
being Falmouth. In each port we generally spend
24 hours — enough time really since it gives you
time to look around and then have a night out. The
port being visited depends largely on where the
wind lies when you leave and so no-one knows for
sure where you may be going.
Most people find the highlight of the sailing, and
probably the most potentially dangerous, is
climbing the rigging to stow and release sails on
the yard arms, pieces of wood leaving the mast
outwards at 100ft and 1 35ft above the deck. It is
certainly frightening climbing it especially for the
first time and, most especially me, got to know
what trembling like a leaf meant. The more you
went up, though, the more you got used to it.
Other jobs included "galley rats" — helping the
cook arranging the sails ready for quick use, and
hauling of ropes. At times the jobs get
monotonous but the general feeling was one of
"this is a good laugh mate — I wouldn't mind
coming back".
This article has only spoken of some of
highlights of the trip; yet to speak about all of
trip would take more than I'm able to write.
anyone who wants to "have a good laugh"
hard work should put down his name
adventure training.
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CHESS CLUB
APP B D STOPPARD
During the Spring 83 term, FISGARD Chess Club
was in operation again after a short period of
inactivity. Meetings were to be held in classroom
13, we weren't superstitious, which is in the LES
block.
After some discussion it was decided that an hour
and a half was quite long enough for a game of
chess. The chess club therefore met between
1800 and 1930.
Members of the chess club from 2 and 3 class
were mainly from Frew Division but a note in daily
orders did produce interest from other divisions.

The chess club now obtained a table for the 1
class clubs and hobbies night. Displayed on the
table were a selection of books and magazines as
well as 2 chess problems set up on 2 boards.
Apprentices were than asked to solve the
problems. Most apprentices mar-aged to solve the
first problem easily but most of them needed a
little bit of prompting for the second, more
difficult, problem. Ably manned by Apprentices
FORTT and O'CONNOR the chess table produced
16 one class who showed an interest in playing
chess.

us doing rifle drill, and then we did some rifle drill
and then I think we did some rifle drill. This went
on for about the next three days, including
Sunday. It took all day every day, except when we
were doing our kit — white webbing, boots, suits
and caps. On Monday we started marching as
well as doing rifle drill. I hadn't realized how much
an SLR weighed until I had marched round Raleigh
and Fisgard a few times with one. By Wednesday
we were pretty good, and with good reason: six
feet odd of Fleet Chief Gunner screaming into
your left ear is quite an incentive!

Now meeting regularly on Wednesday nights the
chess club, playing games randomly amongst
each other, produced 3 distinct grades of chess
player: the above average player of which there
were about 4 or 5; the majority of players who
were average; and the below average and
beginners.

On Wednesday we went to HMS DRAKE where
we would meet up with the rest of the Navy
contingent. We did some pieces of static drill and
then marching with the rest of the squads.

At about the fifth meeting of the chess club,
Lieutenant PANCOTT brought an electronic
buzzer with him so that we could play a lightning
tournament e.g. 1 move every 5 seconds. This
produced some very hectic and amusing chess.
With pieces flying everywhere, the joint winners
in the end were Lieutenant PANCOTT and
Apprentice STOPPARD. They had the remarkable
achievement of having played each other twice at
lightning chess and drawing both games which is
a very unusual occurrence.
Three members of the chess club have also
appeared for the Royal Navy chess team.
Lieutenant PANCOTT, Apprentice STOPPARD
and Apprentice MEAD played a total of 5 games
between them in the rounds of the Navy's match
against the RAF and the Army.
They only had limited success however. Although
they took a total of 1½ points from a possible 5
the rest of the team weren't as fortunate and the
Navy went down in the end to the Army and the
RAF. The RAF claimed victory in the final round
with a total score of 8½ points out of a possible 10.
Thanks go to Lieutenant PANCOTT for starting
the chess club again and giving up his free time to
supervise us.

VICTORY PARADE
M R WEIGHT 1E2
Last autumn a parade was held in Plymouth in
celebration of the Falklands victory and there was
a contingent of young tiffs there, fifty to be exact.
I was one of the fifty.
Preparations had started one week before the
parade — hardly long enough to turn fifty
apprentices into a crack drill squad you may think.
If so you obviously haven't reckoned with Fleet
Chief HUDSON who was going to be in charge of
us for this week-long drill lesson.
On Saturday morning as normal we did divisions.
After finishing that we had one and a half hours
for lunch and then we had to report for drill. The
first thing we did was to draw rifles and bayonets
and then we marched up to the drill shed and were
sized off. This in itself was quite complicated and
took at least half an hour. We had to remember
our position in the squad. Mine was four, eight:
fourth rank, eighth man. The Fleet Chief then got

Things were starting to warm up. With only
Thursday to go we were getting excited. On
Thursday we went to Seaton barracks to join with
the rest of the parade in a couple of practice marches.
On one of these our picture was taken and
appeared in a local paper.
The big day arrived and it was overcast and
threatening rain. Being careful not to crease our
suits or scratch our highly polished "drillies" we
boarded the bus for the Citadel where the march
would start.
When we arrived at the Citadel the RAF and
the Marines were already there. The day was overcast
and we were worried in case the parade was
cancelled. Some of us went into the NAAFI and
had something to eat or drink.
The orders were given to fall in and when we had
we fixed bayonets — a drill manoeuvre which the
Fleet Chief had taught us and which we carried
out with a certain amount of panache.
And then it rained. It did not just play at raining
but got quite serious about it. We got wet and
various chiefs were walking around making noises
along the lines at tiffs like, "It's only water!" or
"It's character-building, lads!" So there we stood
getting wet and having our characters built.
Then the orders came to move out and lo and
behold it stopped raining. With people lining each
side of the road, we moved out through the main
gate of the Citadel, proud, heads held high, arms
swinging and lost the step within twenty yards of
the gate!
We got that little problem sorted out as quickly as
possible and carried on marching. For the first half
mile or so everything was fine and then the pain
started in the right arm — the one that was
hauling seven or eight pounds of steel and black
plastic around. It actually weighs a lot more than it
sounds.
The march continued, to the strains of a marine
band that we couldn't hear, not a lot of help when
its meant to be keeping you in step, which it did
not as our squad lost it at least four times. We
came to the conclusion that we were going to die
a long and painful death at the hands of the
gunnery officer.
Fortunately for us, everybody else lost the step as
often or more often than we did. There were
people lining both sides of the road for every inch
of the route. By the time we had marched to the
Civic Hall we had marched uphill, downhill, round

corners, kept our eyes front when there was a flypast by Lynx, Sea King and Harriers and my arm
was agony. We had tired ourselves out. At long
last we were halted and I pried the heaviest SLR I
have ever seen out of my numb grasp. An
interesting experience!

HMS FISGARD’S LONGEST-SERVING
APPRENTICE

down by getting up earlier in a morning. The
whole eight terms really only seemed about a year
and a half.
The only regret I have with passing out of
FISGARD is that the Cock Trophy that was in the
Tribe trophy cabinet when I entered is not there
now that I am leaving because we were pipped at
the post with it. One thing that was there, funnily
enough when I joined and left was David Bowie at
number one in the charts.

A CHEAP HOLIDAY
APP WHITE 3E1
Summer will soon be with us again. The long hot
days, the crowded beaches will once again
become a familiar sight. The travel agents will
once more be packed with potential holiday
makers seeking the sunny beaches of Malta and
Majorca.

Apprentice WARD receives his prize from Lady
Falmouth
I joined HMS FISGARD in September 1 980 when I
was 17. In my 2½years here I have seen about
1500 apprentices pass through and almost 200
changes of staff and have even been here longer
than the Captain!
HMS FISGARD — its style of running,
building, the rules — hardly ever changed.

the

The reason that I spent 8 terms in FISGARD was
that I sustained a nasty break of the leg that
would not heal at all. I joined Tribe Division on the
5th of September 1980 and on the 13th, in new
entry sports, I broke my right tibia in the last
minute of a football match, in a collision with
Frew Division's goalkeeper. I was then on and off
crutches for the next year and a quarter and out of
serious training for five terms.
During the first five terms when I was out of action
I became a Jack of all Trades, which
included working in various departments, such as
the sick bay, regulating office and Talbot Hall.
Then I spent a lot of time working in Tribe's div
office doing things from making tea, sign writing
to drawing maps and stage making for Fisfollies
(best of all). I enjoyed working with the P.O.M.A's
of whom I saw four. I would never understand
why they were all miniature Cyril Smiths or they
all smoked ten coupons worth a day.
One of the good events of the term is Fisfollies.
Out of the three I saw I thought the second one in
1982 was best — and not because Tribe won it!
In my view even though FISGARD looks an old
and uninteresting place, there was always lots to
do and it most probably had more facilities there
than an average size town.
When I finally started the apprentice course in my
sixth term time started to pass by really quickly, in
fact in my 8th term I was trying to slow time

Last summer however I found an alternative; one
that suited me and one that I hope might interest
you after reading this article. I had, with the help
of a friend, discovered youth hostelling. I
personally found youth hostelling an enjoyable
and interesting hobby and most of all one that a
"Baby Tiff" of modest means could afford quite
easily.
The Youth Hostel Association is an international
organisation which has many Hostels throughout
countries all over the world. Its aim is to bring
people of all nationalities together under one roof,
to encourage people of all sorts to go out and
meet other people. It provides many facilities,
indoor and out, and encourages everyone to join
in, no matter how good or bad they are.
Why is such a service so cheap one asks.
"Where's the catch?" In fact there is no catch at
all. A number of factors enable such an
organisation to operate at a low cost. Firstly the
wardens are volunteers. They get paid a small
sum, not much at all, but they are given free
accommodation and free food and, being
volunteers, they are quite happy to live this way.
Secondly there is no need to buy the service of a
contract cleaner. Every hosteller is given a duty to
do in the morning which ensures the constant
cleanliness of the hostels. I have never met
anyone who's complained in my short hostelling
experience and to be honest nobody should have
cause to complain — after all we shouldn't expect
something for nothing.
The hostels come in a range of standards and are
graded as such in most youth hostel handbooks.
Typical gradings are: GRADE 4 — "simple";
GRADE 3 — "standard"; GRADE 2 —
"superior"; GRADE 1 — "special".
Grade four described in the handbook as "simple"
is exactly as it says, it has bedding, washrooms, a
kitchen. It also has a shop and all the cooking is
done by the hosteller. Grade four hostels are
usually more out of the way usually in the
country. It cost roughly £ 1.00 to stay the night in
this "simple" hostel providing you take a
membership — which now costs around £3.00
and has to be renewed annually. An extra cost of
50p is charged to those who wish to stay the
night without a membership.

At the top of the scale the grade one hostel,
commonly known as "special", is very different
indeed. It is much larger and can accommodate as
many as 250 people. The range of facilities is also
much wider. There are showers as well as baths,
constant hot water and a vast varied number of
indoor games in which all are again welcome to
take part. Food is served though the necessary
facilities are available for those who wish to cater
for themselves. Surprisingly, more people prefer
to cater for themselves as opposed to being
catered for. I found that mealtimes were most
enjoyable: for the first time most of the people are
in the same place, "doing their thing" with a
wooden spoon and saucepan. It is at this time that
people begin to get to know each other and make
new friends. Within a very short time the
atmosphere is very free and easy. It costs around
£2.00 a night, £2.75 with breakfast served.
It is advisable, if you plan to try hostelling, to book
well in advance as the hostels become very busy
and often full in the summertime. This could often
leave the first time hosteller without a roof over
his head and was an experience I myself nearly
had. Another good idea is to leave a spare route
plan with someone at home in case of going
astray.
Throughout my holiday in Scotland I visited 11
different hostels of different standards. I found
the grade 4 was good when I had my first stop'. I
chose a grade 4 so that I could become
accustomed to the hostelling systems.
My favourite hostel though was in the capital,
Edinburgh, a very large and beautiful grade two
hostel. I met many people of different
nationalities, and found it very interesting learning
about everything from their hostels to their
culture. I was sad to leave the next morning as I
had made a good many new friends. I found as a
whole my favourite hostels are grade two.
I also found it best to cycle to hostels not more
than 30 miles away. This was because, using this
distance at a maximum, I usually had a whole
afternoon in the place where I planned to stay the
night.
I hope I have encouraged you to try hostelling.
I look forward to my next hostelling holiday
knowing that it will be just as enjoyable and just as
cheap.

SCOTLAND’S NORTH EAST
N PALMER
The North East of Scotland was mainly a farming
and fishing community until North Sea oil and gas
came to its shores around a decade ago. Through
its development it has brought both good and bad
to the area.
The North sea is reputed to be one of the roughest
in the world. This, along with gale force winds,
tidal streams, rain, fog, extremely low
temperatures and the very deep sea bed,
contributes to the hazardness of bringing the oil
and gas to the mainland.
In 1969 the Forties field was developed and after
much debating the oil was brought ashore by
pipeline to Cruden Bay where it was then
transported by overland pipeline to the
Grangemouth refinery on the Firth of Forth. A few

years later a similar operation was started — this
was for the transportation of natural gas which
replaced the old town gas throughout the land.
The gas was brought ashore at St Fergus, 13
miles north of where the oil was being brought
ashore. Here at St Fergus a gas terminal was set
up and has grown in size ever since. It was at one
time proposed to build a larger terminal outside
Peterhead but this was abandoned, leaving all gas
treatment at St Fergus. The gas was once again
transported to Grangemouth by overland pipeline.
After years of development in which the
surrounding countryside was overturned it has
now been restored to its natural beauty.
Many of the fishing ports quickly became
harbours of refuge for the large oil supply ships.
Out of the main fishing ports of Fraserburgh,
Aberdeen and Peterhead, Peterhead and
Aberdeen were chosen, along with Montrose
much farther south. The oil in some respects has
seen the fishing fleets diminish. After a few years
of the oil industry the large Aberdeen deep-sea
trawler fleet has been reduced to only a handful.
One might think that due to the oil boom jobs
wouldn't be all that hard to come by — but they
are. The populations of the main towns and cities
have risen, but so has unemployment, currently
one of the highest in Scotland, if not Britain.
Fraserburgh, for example, has a population of
over 12,000 and an unemployment rate of 24%.
On the other hand, Peterhead has a population of
17,500 with unemployment currently at 18%
and finally Aberdeen has a population of 203,000
and unemployment at around 15-20%; it seems
that towns with oil-related industry have less
unemployment.
In Aberdeen particularly, the benefits of the oil
industry can be seen. Aberdeen is reported to be
the oil capital of Europe and has very strong links
with oil and oil-related industries in America,
particularly Houston. Aberdeen airport has also
seen a dramatic change especially in the last few
years. A new terminal has been built along with
a helicopter base for use of flights to the North Sea.
In recent years it has become Scotland’s busiest
airport and one of the few airports to make a
steady profit. There is no doubt about it, the oil
industry has bought a great deal of wealth to
Aberdeen.
No matter how good or bad the oil is said to be we
have it in the N.E. of Scotland for many years to
come.

NAVAL HISTORY
MACLEAN 2A1
At the start of World War II, the Royal Navy had a
considerable force of battleships, fifteen to be
precise with more on the way. This force was a
relatively uniform one, the main fleet (not the
battlecruisers) being made up of ships all of
roughly the same speed, size, and with 2
exceptions, armament.
Britain had the largest battleship force in
existence at the time. First there were the 'R'
class. Revenge, Resolution, Royal Oak, Royal
Sovereign and Ramilles. Built between 1913 and
1917, three of them fought in the line at Jutland.

Royal Oak
Intended to be sturdier yet slower versions of the
Queen Elizabeth class, their speed of 22 knots
was insufficient for modern warfare, so the Navy
never spent much money on modernisation, apart
from a few anti-aircraft guns. They spent most of
the War escorting convoys across the Atlantic,
and the most common use for their guns —
8x15" — was for shore bombardments, at D-Day
and other such landings. One ship, Royal
Sovereign, was actually lent to Russia, as we
couldn't find a crew for her.
Next there were the Queen Elizabeth class —
Queen Elizabeth, Warspite, Valiant, Barham and
Malaya. Though older than the 'R' class by about
a year or so, these ships were far more useful, and
generally superior in all respects to the 'R' class.

Warspite
In their day they were the best battleships ever
built, and probably the best British Battleships
ever — the reason? In their day, when the average
battleship speed was between 18 and 21 knots,

these ships could steam at 25 knots. With their
13" belt armour, and their eight 15" guns (at the
time, the heaviest armament in the world), the
four of them that formed the 5th battle squadron
at Jutland gave an excellent account of
themselves. Between the wars, all were
modernised. In the twenties they were given antitorpedo bulges (in common with every other
major vessel in the Navy), and a few anti-aircraft
guns.
In the '30's, Malaya was given a mild face-lift,
nothing compared to what was given to Warspite,
Queen Elizabeth and Valiant, who were
completely gutted, re-engined and given extra
anti-aircraft armament. The elevation of the main
guns was increased (to 30°), to increase the
range, and the deck armour was increased from
1½ to 5 inches thick. This reconstruction took
about 3 years, and cost about £10 million in total,
about the cost of a new ship, but well enabled the
ships to withstand the rigors of a modern war.
Barham was to have been modernised, but the
war precluded this. She was the only one of the
class to be sunk, by a submarine off Crete in
1941.
Next in order comes the battlecruiser squadron,
Hood, Renown and Repulse. Renown and Repulse
were completed just after Jutland, as part of an
emergency programme. They had to be rushed so
much that the original 8 1 5" gun armament was
changed to 6 1 5". Completed at a time when the
battlecruiser idea was coming under serious
doubt, these ships were even more lightly
armoured than ships which had been blown apart
at Jutland. Again, between the wars, they were
refitted; Repulse merely having extra light antiaircraft guns added, whereas Renown was rebuilt
along the lines of Queen Elizabeth, with new
engines, thicker deck armour, new secondary dual
purpose guns, modified main armament, and so
on. She survived. Repulse's lack of anti-aircraft
armament contributed to her downfall at the
hands of Japanese land-based aircraft.
Then there was Hood. HMS Hood, 42,100 tons
of British Naval Power, was the biggest ship in the
world from the moment she was commissioned to
the moment she gave up that title to the German
ship which blew her apart in the Denmark Strait.

Hood
She was the ideal British Battlecruiser; fast, wellarmed, and with reasonable armour; she had but
one fault. She was an old ship in a new war, a
war which proved too much for her, as a modern

opponent proved so tragically. She was in fact
due for a refit, similar to Renown's, but this was
shelved on the outbreak of the War.

SPELEOLOGY

Hood was the last of the World War I type ships.
After the War came the Washington Treaty for
Naval Disarmament, which limited the
Displacement of Battleship to 35,000 tons and
the maximum gun calibre to 16", and imposed a
ten-year moratorium on battleship construction,
but Britain was allowed to build 2 ships. These
materialised as Nelson and Rodney, redesigned to
the new 35,000 ton limit from 48,000 ton
battlecruisers. These "Cherry tree" class (cut
down by Washington) had 9 16" guns all
mounted on the foredecks. They were among the
most curiously-shaped battleships ever to serve.

Speleology is the purist's name for caving or
potholing.

Chief PO App DULEY

Why do we do it? Well, if you want to spend your
weekend grovelling in mud or cold water, in dark
sometimes cramped passages, then you may like
potholing. Madness helps.
The caves are found dotted all over the country,
but mainly in South Wales, the Mendips, the Peak
District and Yorkshire, in areas where the
predominant rock is limestone.

Nelson
But very impressive they looked, and they gave an
extremely good account of themselves during the
war particularly "Rodney" in the Bismarck episode.
Then came the Navy's new ships of The King
George V class. A lot of criticism was levelled at
these ships, principally on account of their 14"
gun armament, when everyone else was using
15", 16" and even 18" guns. Still, they were
good ships — fast, and well protected, with the
best anti-aircraft armament of their time, even if
Prince of Wales didn't use hers to good advantage.
There were supposed to be more ships, namely
the "Lion" class, a slightly enlarged King George
V class with the King George's principal defect
removed. They had 9 x 1 6 " guns instead of 10 x
14" guns. But, owing to lack of industrial
capacity, they were never built.
Instead we got "Vanguard". She was the biggest
(44,500 tons), the fastest (30 knots) and, with
remote controlled 15" guns, the best armed
battleship ever built in Britain. Unfortunately she
missed out on the war, being completed in April
1946, and she spent the rest of her 14 years
doing very little till she was turned into razor
blades in 1960.
Interestingly enough, although she never served
in action, her guns were fired in anger — in 1917.
You see, she was built using the turrets off HMS
Glorious and Courageous, which were converted
into aircraft carriers after WWI, and their turrets
mothballed as spares. Vanguard was built on the
principle of "waste not, want not" — 4 spare
turrets — we need a ship to put them on to!

The caves are formed by the action of water.
Rainwater charged with carbon dioxide acts as a
solvent, dissolving the rock as it flows over the
rock, running into cracks and holes. As it
dissolves the rock, the cracks get bigger and
spread out, forming horizontal and vertical
passages. This dissolving process takes place
continuously and so the caves change all the time.
As I have mentioned, the passages are both
horizontal and vertical. When a cave has a
horizontal entrance and is predominantly
horizontal throughout its length, then it is called a
cave. If the entrance is vertical and the rest is
vertical, then it is called a pothole. Of the main
limestone areas Yorkshire is predominantly
potholes whereas the rest are typically caves.
The solution having dissolved some of the rock is
known as calcite. This calcite continues to run
through the rock: when it comes to a passage
some of the calcite is deposited on the roof of the
passage, the remainder dropping to the floor
where more calcite is deposited.
As the calcite builds up, weird formations are
produced, and after thousands of years we get
the formations that can be seen today. These
formations being called stalactites (hanging from the
ceiling), stalagmites (on the floor) and
helictites (sometimes defying gravity).
Equipment for caving has become an important
factor in today's age. The basic equipment is
warm clothing, boots, helmet and a light. For
clothing, in a wet cave, a full wetsuit including
wetsuit socks is used. For dry caves a fibre pile
suit is needed, with a nylon protective suit: fibre
pile is like imitation sheepskin. A pair of stout
boots is worn and a builder's type helmet.
For lights either a battery with a headlamp
connected by cable is used, or a calcium carbide
lamp where water is dripped onto calcium

carbide, producing acetylene which is burnt for
light.
More specialised equipment is used for potholing.
Electron ladders, made of thin wire with a rope for
safety are used on deep holes and long drops. The
ladder is now becoming a thing of the past as a
single rope technique is now used where a
descender is used to go down a rope, to come
back up prusikers are used which allows you to
climb the single rope. All this gear is carried in a
rugged sack.
The only remaining equipment is the ammo-box.
Cavers often take cameras, food and spare
lighting underground, the ammo-box provides a
strong waterproof container.
Those going caving should go with someone who
knows the cave well; they should leave precise
details of members of the party, their expected
time of exit and the time at which to call out the
emergency parties.

SCOUTING
Introduction
What is a scout? In Army terms he is a man who
goes in front of the army to find out where the
enemy is. There are also scouts with similar skills
to that of the Army but they use those skills in a
different way. These people are people such as
the trappers in North America, the pioneers,
explorers and missionaries who live and work in
the outposts of the world. But there is only one
type of capital scout. He is a member of great
youth movement founded by Robert Baden
Powell. The movement which B.P. (as he was
known) set up is now the biggest army in the
world with countless millions of members
worldwide.
Baden Powell
Baden Powell was born in a house near Hyde Park
in London on 22nd February 1857. He was the
eighth child in family of ten. When he was old
enough B.P. joined the British Army and he saw
service all over the world. He got a commission in
the 13th Hussars and fought in the Boer War of
1899. He later became the youngest Major
General in the British Army. He attended the 21st
Birthday Party of the Boys Brigade where he was
asked to devise a scheme to give a greater variety
of training. In 1 906 he sent his ideas to the Boys
Brigade and he called it "scouting for boys". The
Boys Brigade only partially adopted his ideas so
B.P. thought they would be useful in another
Youth Organisation and he re-wrote his ideas in
greater detail. He then thought he had better see if
his ideas were practical, for which he needed a
camp and some boys.
A friend of his owned Brownsea Island in Dorset
and so B.P. had found a place for his Camp. He
then invited his Army friends to send their sons or
nephews to his camp. 21 boys were on Brownsea
Island on the 21st July 1907 and they were
divided into 4 Patrols until August 9th. They
spent their days doing campcraft, cooking,
observation, woodcraft, life saving, hiking and
boating and in the evenings gathered round the
now traditional camp fires.
The camp was such a success that it became the
basis of the scouting movement as we now know

it. The movement is now split into 3 major
categories, Cub Scouts, Scouts and Venture
Scouts.
Cub Scouts
These are young boys from the ages of 8 to 11. In
this the boys learn the basics of scouting. Their
training is split into 3 Arrows, Bronze, Silver and
Gold. Proficiency badges are also available for the
boys to achieve. These include such subjects as
Home Help, Sportsman, Athlete, Cyclist or
Naturalist. When the boys have reached the age
11, they can further their scouting skill by moving
into the Scouts.
Scouts
Scouts are boys between the ages of 11 and 16.
Again their training is split into 3 — Scout
Standard, Advanced Scout Standard and Chief
Scout Award. Scouts expand on those skills
acquired while in the cubs. Now that the boys are
older they expand their scope by taking part in
more adventurous activities eg Canoeing, Rock
Climbing or Abseiling. There is also variations of
Scouts. These are Sea and Air Scouts. As their
name suggests they are associated with the Sea
and Air. When the Air Scouts get older they do
have the opportunity of flying while Sea Scouts is
just another version of Sea Cadets which most
Naval personnel are quite familiar with. As with
cubs, scouts have a very comprehensive range of
proficiency badges which can be obtained.
Venture Scouts
These boys/men are the oldest in the movement
apart from leaders and instructors. They start at
16 and follow through until 21. The Ventures can
only achieve two Awards, the Venture Award and
The Queen's Scout Award, the latter being the
ultimate for all scouts. This award is very seldom
achieved before the age of 19. Venture Scouting
often involves travelling all over Europe but if they
do not travel abroad due to financial situations,
visiting areas such as the Lake District is
necessary in order to carry out more of the
adventurous activities.
Scout Banding
Forming Scout Bands is an ever increasing hobby
of Scouts all over the UK with bands such as 2nd
Brighton and 42nd Leicester leading the way.
Scout bands had a tradition of just being bugle and
drum bands but nowadays it is very hard to
find a simple drum and bugle band. Scout bands
travel all over the country to various competitions,
competing in British Youth Band Association
Competitions to try and climb the leagues and
gain a place at the British Marching Band
Championships: this being such a prestigious
event that it has been televised regularly. The
strength of Scout bands can be gauged by the
fact that several times a Scout band has won the
Championship. Last year 50% of the bands at the
Championships were from the Scout movement
— there was a Boys Brigade band and the rest
from various towns and cities. A lot of the Youths
bands of today are backed by local councils while
Scout banding gets its funds from their own
groups. Also a lad is a scout first and then a
bandsman, while the Youth bands concentrate
just on banding except for the Boys Brigade who
run a similar movement to the Scouts but of
course not as good as the Great Movement called
Scouting.

A P.T. LESSON
IN H.M.S. FISGARD
C A JESSEP
Most people would think that a P.T. lesson starts
and finishes according to the timetable, but every
Apprentice knows this to be a mere fairy tale.
Preparation for the lesson begins at least two days
beforehand: The P.T. Kit is washed and scrubbed
until it sparkles; sometimes it even needs to be
bleached.
Once the first stage is complete, the tricky part
begins. After many hours of searching around the
division you may be lucky to find a clean iron. The
next hour or so could be critical: if the iron dirties
the kit, then the whole process of washing and
scrubbing has to be repeated.
After having successfully pressed a 'T'-shirt and
being satisfied that it looks clean, you can then
think about tackling the shorts. If you are very
lucky, it could take at least thirty minutes to
obtain suitable creases starched down the legs
and a brilliant white gleam. The next operation is
only a small one, and seems rather pointless. The
laces are taken out of your plimsolls and to the
sink where they are vigorously scrubbed until
clean.
By the time the final operation has come around
you begin to feel quite pleased with yourself,
having successfully mastered the previous
operations. However, nine times out of ten this
pleasure is turned to anger when you discover
that your plimsoll whitener has dried up and the
NAAFI's shut! This is where an understanding
friend, with a bottle of whitener, comes in handy.
After much creeping you finally manage to
persuade him to let you borrow it, and thus
complete the last of the many tasks.
The day finally arrives; butterflies hatch in your
stomach hours before the actual lesson; the palms
of your hands begin to sweat when your eyes
make contact with that smartly dressed mountain
of muscle about to drive you into the ground. With
such ease he bellows out the orders, which
practically rip off your 'T'-shirt; the thought of
being 'picked-up' by 'staff batters you about the
head; but is all this in vain? Yes! we are in the
pool today.

RADIO CONTROLLED MODELS
M. G. WHAPSHOTT 3E2
There are many types of models each of which
has a purpose. Some are solely for the enjoyment
of the owner, building and "playing" with a
model. Others are for military purposes — mainly
aircraft fitted with video cameras to 'spy' on
enemy positions, their advantage being that they
are small and therefore difficult to detect and
destroy.
The discerning model engineer makes his own
models from scratch, usually scaled down and
with such intricacy and craftsmanship that the
models are as good as the real thing. Models such
as these merely became "museum pieces" years
ago but, in the 50's the modeller came to realise
that good use could be made of simple transmitter
and receiver circuits and, thus model control

could utilize this equipment. Although it was
heavy and bulky, large scale models could be
controlled with simple one or two channel
controls which could only switch a motor on or off
and reverse its direction.
With the equipment being bulky the aircraft
modeller was still at a loss until the advent of
transistor circuitry. This became cheap and
readily available so the model industry could go
into top gear and mass produce kits and ready
made models of all types and sizes. Another
advantage of this transistor circuitry is — as the
makers boast — "digital proportionality" which
to most of us (who haven't a BSc degree in
electronics) means that the amount the control
"stick" on the transmitter is moved is the same as
that moved by the geared motor system on the
model. The motors are known as "servo" which
are little more than an inch square and half to
three-quarters of an inch thick. But these little
boxes can lift as much as 1 51b clean off the deck.
With all this technology available modelling has
become a sport as such in areas of aircraft, yacht,
speedboat and car racing. Using the latest in
equipment and all the supporting gear a keen
sportsman can spend a pretty penny on each of
his outings. I once spoke to a model shop owner
who, like myself, owns a model car; he managed
to get through £ 1 3 on a race with his Rough Rider
and I personally must admit that some of the
objects around the parade ground have eaten
holes in my pockets.
My father makes racing M class R/C yachts which
start off as simple drawings and after many years
perseverance he is now producing ultralightweight fibreglass hulls fitted out using high
tensile alloys and neat but complex fittings. Using
such methods these yachts of 51" length and
15lb displacement managed to come 1 , 3 , 4 and
5 in last year's British Championships which is
long awaited after 7 years work on the project.
I have shortly to go back to the drawing board
with my model R/C car because there are
"others" which go faster but I shall have my
revenge — and so will my bank manager no
doubt.
So, any potential modellers — at least of the
racing mob — be warned!! Models can get you
hooked and give you what may be called the DT's
as your £7 5 model with months of hard work and
an expensive radio control goes wrong —
plummeting out of the sky and head first into
someone’s sports car, or R/C car which goes
berserk and tries to get in on the Sunday football
scene and not to mention the other modeller
"skippering" his boat on the lake who suddenly
pictures himself as a captain WW2 style, with all
guns out of action, ship on fire, rams the enemy
(you) and comes out victorious while the
treacherous depths of the lake swallow up your
model.

T.S. BLUE EAGLE S.C.C.

THE HISTORY OF FISGARD BAND

K R DOSWELL (ex Cadet)

Lt Cdr J BARRIE RN (Ret'd)

In September 1976, aged 11 years and 9
months, I joined T.S. Blue Eagle, a small sea cadet
unit in north Hampshire. After my 3 months' trial
period, aged now 12, I received my new
"matelot" uniform from the CO., Lieutenant
Cope. As I lived about 6 miles away and the buses
weren't very frequent I could only go on a
Thursday night — Tuesday nights as well later on.

The FISGARD Block of Apprentices under training
was located in the Mechanical Training
Establishment in Chatham in 1932. There is
evidence that a Band was in being at that time and
that Apprentices marched to and from the
workshops to the accompaniment of fifes and
drums. In the following years a Dance Band and
an Accordion Band evolved and during the 1937
Navy Week at Chatham, the apprentices display
party marched into the arena to the
accompaniment of a small combination of brass
and reed instruments. Although nothing of a
military band, in the full sense of the word, it was
a brave gesture and well performed, and it
inspired the idea of producing an Apprentice
Military Band for their own display.

The first year went by with me too young and
small to take part in any of the activities which
were going on. The beginning of the second year,
1977-78, I passed by Ordinary Seaman test on
ropework and naval knowledge and got my first
badge on my arm. In this year I began to take part
in a few of the many sporting events, on land as
well as in sailing vessels. I ran in my first crosscountry race and came about 50th out of 200
Wessex district runners. I played in the 5-a-side
football finals at H.M.S. Daedalus where we came
3rd. I also visited ships of the Navy and stayed on
H.M.S. Aveley, an inshore minesweeper, for a
week.

The Band is still a flourishing activity today, fifty
years later.
At first they lacked any instrument bigger or
deeper in tone than a saxophone and it was
evident that there was a lot of spade work to be
done. A further disadvantage was the absence of
a room in which to practice.

In 1979 I became an Able Seaman and received
my second good conduct strip. In 1980 I got my
third good conduct badge as well as my offshore
power hand which I earned after a week on a
H.M.F.T. I passed my sailing and rowing charge
certificates and my leading hand which I had to
take at an officer board in Southampton. I was in
charge of our sheerlegs team which helped to
obtain the seamanship cup at the annual prize
giving.

These deficiencies were eventually overcome and
additional instruments were obtained through the
RN School of Music, practices taking place in the
Sick Bay waiting room. Volunteer players were
quickly forthcoming but, by this time. Navy Week,
1938 was less than two months away, and to
reach the required standard was going to involve
hard work and frequent practices.

With 3 strips, my seamanship first class and my
coxswain's badges I went to another officer board
for my PO's board at the beginning of 1981. I was
the only one to pass in the Southern area but I was
too young to get my gold badges so I had to wait a
month before I got them. In this year I represented
the Sea Cadets Southern area, in the National
Cadet Pentathlon. I came second and received a
trophy and certificate for all my efforts. I was also
in the senior football team and we got to the final
of the area but lost. Again I led our sheerleg team
and once again I got the seamanship cup.

The onset of World War II caused the dispersal of
apprentices to other parts of the country, and
within five hours a FISGARD Block was evacuated
and with it, of course, the Band were separated.

At the beginning of April 1982 I handed in my
uniform to the now Lieutenant Commander Cope.
My last night was sad as I'd really enjoyed my
time. All the officers, 1st Lt Taylor (now
policeman - ex-Navy), Lt Geary (ex RAF) and Lt
Melvin (ex-Navy) wished me luck and a good
career in the service.
I'd like to repay the S.C.C. for helping me gain in
my naval knowledge and making my mind up that
what I really wanted to do was to join the Royal
Navy. After I have finished with the Navy I would
like to go back and be a teaching officer teaching
all the youngsters what I learnt. They will have a
great time — as I did.

Not only did the "Military Band" play during the
Apprentices Display, but it was considered
sufficiently proficient to be included in such good
company as the RN Barracks Seamen Band and
the Band of the RM Depot, Deal.

It emerged again by 1 942, in the West Country,
where apprentices had been drawn together in the
Royal Naval Artificers Training Establishment
(RNATE) at Torpoint in Cornwall, just three miles
across the River Tamar from Plymouth.
In those war-time years, the Band was much in
demand to play at patriotic events in Cornwall and
Devon. One Wing Commander gave a glowing
account of the band at St Austell saying "they
were very good to march behind". In another
case, a girl bus conductress on the Looe-Torpoint
route gave applause for "their impressive
deportment and entertainment value! The Captain
of RNATE had a much more shrewd comment to
make when he used a misquotation from Twelfth
Night, Act II, Scene 5. "Some are born noisy,
some achieve noisiness and some have noises
thrust upon them".
During these years there was no Bandmaster as
such. The band was organised and rehearsed by a
Band Officer — frequently a Schoolmaster RN
who had musical inclinations. Parades and
marches were the responsibility of the Drum
Major who was required to display personality and
fine bearing as a figurehead for the Band.
By the end of 1944, the Band could look back on

a season of successful engagements. Plymouth
was twice visited during "Salute the Soldier"
Week. On one of these endurance tests — a fivemile march — two of the members lost their music
but insisted that they then played from memory.
Other places visited were Downderry, Antony,
Looe and Torpoint, and on one occasion they
played at three places on the same day — at
Callington, Gunnislake and Stoke Climsland in
support of the Women's Land Army.
Early in 1945, Mr Harding; the Royal Marines
Bandmaster of HMS RALEIGH, agreed to take on
the coaching of band members. With his
professional touch, together with his patient and
painstaking approach t o
the individual
instrumentalist, the Band went from strength to
strength. At this time, Apprentices spent four
years in RNATE; if an Apprentice volunteered to
join the band as a Band Learner, early in his first
six months, he could be a fairly proficient player in
his later years.
With the end of the war, in 1 945, the Band, now
forty-one strong, embarked on an ambitious
programme of Thanksgiving events:
September 8 Millbrook
Programme
September 15 Antony House
Programme
September 22 Torpoint
Floral Dance
September 29 Plymouth
Parade
October 13 Kingswood
Parade
October 20 Dartmouth
Programme
November 3 Torpoint
Parade
Additional to this were the normal Divisions held
in the establishment!
Mr A R Williams who had been ex-officio
Bandmaster for some months, was now appointed
as
Civilian
Instructional
Officer
V
(Bandmaster and Instructor) and was to serve
from 1945-62.
He was succeeded by Band Corporal ROWE RM
and 2 years later Band Sergeant CONNOR RM
took over the reins.
Late in 1965 Mr A G H ASHTON was appointed
as Bandmaster, a post he held till retirement in
1977, when he was succeeded by the present
Bandmaster, Mr B OATES.
In these post-war years, the four-year
apprenticeship which was spent entirely in HMS
FISGARD (commissioned as an independent
command in 1946) was reduced to a period of
four terms and subsequently to three terms, the
remainder of the apprenticeship being carried out
elsewhere. This imposed considerable constraints
on the Band and its performances, because every
fifteen weeks the key members were drafted
away to continue engineering training at other
establishments.
Notwithstanding this, the Band continues in good
heart and there is seldom a lack of volunteers. At
the time of writing there are thirty 'apprentices
"on the books" — this number is boosted by
members of staff (at present 2 Lieutenants, 2
CPOs and 3 WRNS).
The Band has long been an integral part of the
FISGARD scene and has become well known
throughout Devon and Cornwall.
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